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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of The Study
Humans as the social creature in the world need to interact with others
to communicate and fulfill their needs. Communication is a process to convey
someone’s idea to other peoples. They communicate to maintain relationship
among society. Language has significant roles in communication. Language is a
system of choices by which we can communicate certain functions, allowing us
to express our experiences of the world, to interact with others, and to create
coherent messages. In the fifteen Arabian hadith narrated by Imam Bukhari and
Muslim (Dimyati, 2011:211), the Prophet Muhammad SAW says:
تُمَْصِیل َْوأ اًرْیَخ ُْلَقیَلف ِرِخلآْا ِمَْویْلاَو ِ َّ ِاب ُنِمُْؤی َناَك ْنَم
The point is the people who believe to Allah and judgment day must say
good words, if they can not, silence is bette; (HR. Bukhari: 6018). It means that
doing communication with other peoples has to use ethics.
As a means of communication, language is a very important means of
communication in daily human life. Richard et al (1985:153) stated that
“Language is the system of human communication by means of a structure
2arrangement of sounds (or their written representation) to form larger units”. By
learning language, we can communicate with many peoples. Thus, people will
not be able to communicate among them other without a language.
English is an international language that has significant role especially
in globalization era. Gunn and Eagleson (1966: 1) stated that “English is
principal language in those zones of the world where population expansion by
both natural increase and immigration can be most economically and easily
absorbed”. English is used for sharing information about education, social,
politic, culture, science, economic, business and many others, in other words
English is the window to the world.
The role of English now in the development of many aspects in the
world is undoubtedly very important. As a consequence, many Indonesians
people attend to learn English offered by both government and private institution.
In Indonesia, formerly English was taught to the students as a subject from the
Elementary School to higher like Senior High School or University.
“in education context, English has function as a means to
communicate in the daily communication, to get knowledge,
to make interpersonal communication, to share information
and to enjoy language lesson in English culture. (Depdikbud,
2003: 6)
3Therefore, based on KTSP (KurikulumTingkat Satuan Pendidikan),
English in Junior High School is focused on four basic skills there are listening,
speaking, reading, and writing. that integrated each other. These skills should be
comprehended by the learners if they want to mastered English. Reading
becomes a significant skill considering the need of understanding international
written information as explained above. Dawson and Bamman (1967:2) state
that reading is many-sided complex activity.
Reading is basic skill or way for education which necessary thing for the
students, in addition it is a good thing in life because it is a factor of great
importance in the individual development and the most important activity in
school. Reading is important skill in language learning, however reading is not
an easy thing to do and it is a thinking process. It means that reading not only
needs our eyes to read, but also needs our brain to think and our high interest to
know and comprehend something new in the text. Reading becomes a vital skill
considering the need of understanding the English written information. Reading
is a complicated process. Furthermore, Heilman (1961:4) stated that “Reading
always involves the simultaneously application of a great number of mechanical
skills and comprehension skills, all of which are influenced by the reader
attitude, knowledge, and past experience.
4Reading can not be separated from comprehension, because in
understanding and interpreting the written symbols, one must comprehend text.
According Hornby (2000:174) “Comprehension is the mind act power
understanding, the ability to understand” The basic of reading comprehension is
needed to understand the reading material, because reading is not only uttering
words, phrases or sentences, but also catching writers’ message. Comprehending
the written text will be a meaningful activity for the readers since the readers
understanding the meaning and catch the content. The meaning of reading
comprehension is understanding what has been read, if the reader can
comprehend the written message that is sent by the author, he will understand the
intrinsic information in the text. White (1997:41) states that “Comprehension
involves more that simply decoding, it involves recognizing the significance of
the message, understanding the intentions of the author, and going beyond what
is written to guess at hidden, unseated or implied means”.
Dawson and Bamman’s (1963: 220) states that “One of the factors that
can influence the students’ reading comprehension is interest and interest span”.
Another thing that influenced to achieve students’ reading comprehension is
interest of reading English text. It is one of internal factors of the students’ to
improve their ability, especially in reading comprehension. The students who
have high interest on reading English text usually pleasant feeling, pay attention,
5greater concentration and willingness of all aspect of English text, because
students’ interest is very strong influenced their ability in the study.
There are many references that written in English, known as information
about science and technology. References of English books that used in the
country where uses English, as the second language becomes an additional task
to students or everyone who wants to use it as references. There are many
English skills and knowledge that can be learned by the students by reading
on English written text, reading comprehension and also knowledge of
vocabulary. It is another aspect that influences students’ reading comprehension
is vocabulary mastery. A large number of words should be known by the reader
in order to comprehended the whole text.
At Junior High School, according to the syllabus, the genre of the text
used for eighth grade students is descriptive text. In this thesis, the researcher
only focuses on descriptive text. It because of the students in this grade should be
able to comprehend the text easier because descriptive text is oriented from the
concrete thing, so the students just imagine what they read in English text. A
large number of words should be known by the reader in order to comprehend
the whole text in reading course.
6By mastering on vocabulary, it is an important thing for the students to
have a large number of words because of the reading comprehension on
descriptive text at the eighth grade students need a large vocabulary.
Zimmerman in Coady and Huckin (1997:5) stated that vocabulary is the first step
to be taught before teaching other aspects of language. Vocabulary is one of the
elements of language that should be learnt and taught. It will be hard to master
the language without mastering or understanding a certain number of words.
In this thesis, the researcher wants to discuss about; is there any
significant correlation between students’ interest on reading English text and
reading comprehension, is there any significant correlation between students’
vocabulary mastery and their reading comprehension, and is there any significant
correlation between student’s interest on reading English text and vocabulary
mastery toward reading comprehension on descriptive text. The researcher take
the eighth grade students in MTs N Ngemplak, Boyolali of to be examined
because the researcher thinks that students in this grade already have enough
English knowledge to follow the programs. It because of based on the
observation in this school, the researcher found that the teacher applied the
vocabulary to the students when reading class to understand the information of
the English text.
7The researcher considers that the program is a really good program for
them in building the vocabulary mastery and reading comprehension and the
researcher hope can prove it and find any significant correlation between three
things above. Based on the phenomenon and the reasons above, the researcher
determines the topic entitled: A CORRELATIONAL STUDY BETWEEN
STUDENTS’ READING INTEREST ON ENGLISH TEXT AND
VOCABULARY MASTERY TOWARD READING COMPREHENSION
ON DESCRIPTIVE TEXT AT THE EIGHTH GRADE STUDENTS OF
MTs N NGEMPLAK BOYOLALI IN THE ACADEMIC YEAR OF
2016/2017.
B. Limitation of The Problem
In order to focus on the topic, the researcher makes limitation to subjects
of this research. The researcher limits the problem of this thesis on the three
variables: these are students’ reading interest on English text, students’
vocabulary, and reading comprehension on descriptive text. The researchers’
subject is the eighth grade students (VIII) of MTs N Ngemplak, Boyolali in the
academic year of 2016/2017.
8C. Formulation of The Problem
Based on the background of the study above, there are many problems
that arise. Some problems can be formulated as follows:
1. Is there any positive correlation between students’ reading interest on English
text and reading comprehension on descriptive text?
2. Is there any positive correlation between students’ vocabulary mastery and
reading comprehension on descriptive text?
3. Is there any positive correlation between students’ reading interest on English
text and vocabulary mastery toward reading comprehension on descriptive
text?
D. Identification of The Problem
Based on the background of the study above, there are some problems can be
identified as follows:
1. What factors that influence the reading comprehension.
2. What factors that influence the vocabulary mastery.
3. Does interest on reading English text affect on reading comprehension.
4. Does the students’ vocabulary mastery affect on reading comprehension.
5. How is the correlation between student’s reading interest on English text and
vocabulary mastery.
96. How is the correlation between student’s vocabulary mastery and reading
comprehension.
7. How is the correlation between student’s reading interest on English text and
vocabulary mastery toward reading comprehension.
E. Objectives of The Study
The objective of the study is the significant parts of the research, based
on the problems in this study, the objectives of the study from this research are:
1. To find out the significant correlation between students’ reading interest on
English text and reading comprehension on descriptive text at the eighth grade
students of MTs N Ngemplak, Boyolali in the academic year of 2016/2017.
2. To find out the significant correlation between students’ vocabulary mastery
and reading comprehension on descriptive text at the eighth grade students of
MTs N Ngemplak, Boyolali in the academic year of 2016/2017.
3. To find out the significant correlation between students’ reading interest on
English text and their vocabulary mastery toward reading comprehension on
descriptive text at the eighth grade students of MTs N Ngemplak, Boyolali in
the academic year of 2016/2017.
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F. Benefits of The Study
1. Theoretical Benefit
To prove whether there is correlation between reading interest on
English text and vocabulary mastery toward reading comprehension of eighth
grade students of MTs N Ngemplak Boyolali. This research is expected to
improve knowledge either for the readers. So it can be used as the reference
toward English lesson in the school. The researcher also hopes that this
research will give contribution for the development of education.
2. Practical Benefit
The result of this study will be useful for the researcher and the
readers that the result of the research gives information about students’
reading interest on English text and vocabulary mastery toward reading
comprehension. This information can be used to determine whether these
factors must be improved or not.
To give information to the English teachers especially in realizing
the importance of vocabulary and the use of game activities in teaching
learning process particularly in teaching reading in order to improve
students’ vocabulary mastery and reading comprehension.
To give information about intensity of correlation between students’
interest on English text and vocabulary mastery toward reading
11
comprehension. This information can be used to state a policy about whether
reading comprehension can be improved by those two facts. Besides that,
this thesis also gives a view that learning English is very important to
developing our country especially for the students in Indonesia.
G. Definition of Key Term
In this research, there are some key terms as follows:
1. Correlation research
Gay et All (2006: 11) stated that correlation research is collecting data to
determine whether and to what degree, a relationship exists between two or
more variables.
2. Interest
A person who is interested will have strong drives to know about the object
making him attracted, to pay attentions, and to be involved in.
3. Reading Comprehension
According to Hornby at Oxford Dictionary (1995: 967), reading is the skill act
to look at and understand the meaning of printed or written words, letters and
number. Reading comprehension refer to reading for meaning, understanding,
and entertainment.
12
4. Vocabulary
Elliot et all (1999:384) defines vocabulary as the meaning of word, it means
only word that has meaning that could be called as vocabulary. Vocabulary is
very important in language learning.
5. Descriptive Text
Descriptive text is one of type of several text. Descriptive text is a text which
says what a person or thing is like. Its purpose is to describe and reveal a
particular person, place, or thing. This text also has generic structure and
language features of the text.
13
CHAPTER II
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE
A. Review on Reading Comprehension
1. Definition of Reading
Fauziati (2001:140) states that reading is an interactive and
interpretative process. The reader processes his background knowledge and
the printed text using specific skills and strategies to form expectations or
predictions about the text, selecting and using the most productive cues to
confirm or reject those predictions. This process takes place until the reader
is satisfied with the information he gets from the printed message, and then,
reacts to it accordingly.
Williams (1996:2) states that reading is a process whereby one looks
at and understands what has been written. It means that when someone sees
a text, there will be something visualized on the reader’s mind, this process
is called reading. Lynch & Hudson (1991) in Arkian (2008:77) also said that
reading is most important skill for second language learners. Then, Akanda
et al. (2013:16) also stated that reading is particularly important in education
as well as for unhindered intellectual growth of a person.
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From some definitions above, it can be concluded that reading is one
of the most important skills in English beside listening, speaking and
writing. Reading is a process of getting the meaning of written text and
giving reaction of it as the form of communication between the readers and
the writer or the other words, ideas, concepts, and information by the author
in writing. Then reading become a vital skill considering the need of
understanding international written information.
2. The Purposes and Ways of Reading
The purpose of reading determines how people read a text. When
people read, they read for a purpose. According to Wallace C (1992:6), he
states there are three purposes of reading. They are as follows :
a. Reading for survival
Indeed some reading is almost literally a matter of life and death,
or example a ‘stop’ sign for motorist. Survival reading serves immediate
needs or wishes. Obvious example are ‘ladies’, ‘gentleman’, and ‘exit’.
Reading for survival is related of reading in response to our
environment.
b. Reading for learning
We may want not so much to learn something new as to remind
ourselves about half-known fact or vaguely formulated opinions. One
15
might expert reading for learning to be exclusively school related. In
fact, while a good deal of reading to support learning clearly takes place
in academic context. The reader find out information on a strictly
utilitarian basis, wider role of extending general knowledge of the
world.
c. Reading for pleasure
The readers want to enjoy the text. It is offers a variety of short
text, fiction and non-fiction from printed media as books, magazine,
comics, brochures, etc.
The different skills of the reading are related to the ways of reading
also. According Grellet (1983:4) the purposes the main ways of reading to
improved student’s skills, there are four main ways in reading as follows:
a) Skimming
Skimming is quickly meaning one’s eyes over a text to the gist. Another
word skimming is a form of rapid reading for finding the general idea of
the passage of the text.
b) Scanning
Scanning is quickly going through a text to find a particular piece of
information. It involves these like determining what key words to look
for, look quickly through the text for those words, when you find each
16
word, read the sentences around it to see if they provide the information
being sought, if they do, do not read further, if they do not, continue
scanning.
c) Extensive reading
Extensive reading is reading for longer text. usually for one’s own
pleasure. This is a fluency activity, mainly involving global
understanding. Example: The way to identify the referent of text.
d) Intensive reading
Intensive reading is reading short text to extract specific information.
This is more an accuracy activity involving reading for detail. This
activity is likely more to emphasize the accuracy activity involving
reading for detail. It is use to going a deep understanding of a text,
which is important for the reader.
3. Factors that Influence Students’ Reading Comprehension Achievement
There are two factors that influence the students’ reading
comprehension achievements and they are related one another, they are:
internal factor and the external factor. These are as follows :
a. Internal Factors
1) Interest
Interest is being one of the important factors in order to
increasing the students’ comprehension achievement in reading. If
17
one has interest to read, it means that he or she will get a good
achievement. On the other side, if the reader has no any interest to
read, it can influence his or her achievement.
In line with the explanation of motivation and interest above,
in this study the writer interested to use pre-questioning to build up
the students’ motivation and interest, and also want to see the effect
of using pre-questioning in relationship with the students’ reading
comprehension achievements. Because, it is impossible for the
students to understand the text if he or she has no interest and
motivation to read. So, it can be concluded that the good interest and
motivation result the good achievement of the students.
2) Motivation
Motivation plays an important role in comprehending the text.
The students will be motivated to read when they fell that they need
something from the text. Brown (2001:75) divided the motivation
theory into two kinds, they are: intrinsic and extrinsic motivation.
Edward Deci in Brown (2001:76) defined intrinsic motivation, as
follows :
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“Intrinsically motivated activities are ones from which there
is no apparent reward except the activity itself. People seem
to engage in the activities for their own sake and not because
they lead to an extrinsic reward. It is aimed at bringing about
curtaining internally rewarding consequences, namely,
feelings of competence and self-determination.”
On the other one, extrinsic motivation defined by him as
extrinsically motivated behaviors that carried out in anticipation of a
reward from outside and beyond the self. Such as; money, prizes,
grades, and even certain of positive feedback.
b. External Factors
The external factor has a close relationship to reading material and
teacher of reading. They are related one another.
1) Reading material
The students’ achievements’ in reading depends on the level
of the difficulty of the text. Thus, it can influence students’
achievement if the text given is not at the right level of the difficulty
of the readers or the students.
2) Teacher of reading
The teacher of reading should be careful in choosing the text
and giving the tasks because they are related to the students’ reading
comprehension achievements.
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But in this research, the researcher focused on internal factor that
influence of students reading comprehension, it is about interest.
Furthermore students’ interest in and excitement about what they are
learning is one of the most important factors in education especially in
reading. Smith and Dechant (1961:274) states that “ interest is powerful
factors for increasing reading comprehension, promoting the reading habit,
and producing a generation book of lovers.”
4. The Definition of Reading Comprehension
Reading is an important activity in teaching learning process, it has
become the major skill since the students who have good capability in
reading will be able to develop their knowledge more easily, especially with
comprehension in reading activity. Nunan (1993:33) states that reading is
process of decoding written symbols, working from a smaller unit
(individual letters) to large ones (words, classes, and sentences).
Comprehension is mean the ability of students in comprehending an English
text. White (1997: 41) states that comprehension involves more that simply
decoding. It involves recognizing the significant of message, understanding
the intentions of the author, and going beyond what is written to guess at
hidden, unstated or implied means.
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Reading comprehension skills as abilities to extract the required
information from written text as efficacy as possible. By mattering English
well, the students have to improve their reading comprehension in order to
get idea from the text. According to Haris & Hodges (1995) states that
reading comprehension is the construction of the meaning of a written text
through of a reciprocal interchange of ideas between the reader and the
message in a particular text.
Chatherine Snow (2002:1) stated that reading comprehension is the
process of simultaneously extracting and constructing meaning through
interacting and involvement with written language. It is means that
emphasize of extracting and constructing which entails three elements such
as: reader, text and activity.
The students should develop their competence, it means they have
interest on reading English text and able to translating English text or source
text to target language because achieve of reading comprehension is
understanding, evaluating, and utilizing of information to get an idea or
meaning from written text.
Catherine Snow (2002:  12) also explain the heuristic thinking of
reading comprehension which related each other so it can not separated, the
thinking as follow:
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The elements inside reading comprehension as reader, text, activity
whereas the outside element, there are context and sociocultural. This
elements correlated each other when the reader has to read comprehend.
a. The reader
The reader to make comprehend must have a wide range of capacities
and abilities. These included cognitive capacities, motivation, linguist
capacities and language.
b. The text
The text is include electronic text and multimedia documents in addition
to conventional print. A text can be difficult or easy, depending on
factors inherent in the text, on relationship between the text and the
knowledge and abilities of the reader, and on the activities in which the
reader is engaged.
c. The activities
The reading activity involves one or more purposes, some operations to
process the text at hand, the consequences of performing the activity.
Some reading activities lead to an increase in the knowledge a reader
has so reading actives is finding out how to do something.
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d. The context
One important set of reading activities occurs in the context of
instruction. The ways the instruction is delivered and the social
interaction that contextualize the learning experience. It is influenced by
sociocultural and socio-historical. Sociocultural differences are often
correlated with group differences. Group my be identified by income,
race, ethnicity, native language, or neighborhood.
5. Micro and Macro Skills of Reading Comprehension
Brown (2003:187-188) states that skills of reading comprehension can
be divided into micro skills and macro skills. They are:
a. Micro Skills of Reading Comprehension
1) Discriminate among the distinctive graphemes and orthographic
pattern of English.
2) Retain chunks of language of different lengths in short-term
memory.
3) Process writing at an efficient rate of speed to suit the purpose.
4) Recognize a core of words, and interpret word order patterns and
their significance.
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5) Recognize grammatical word classes (noun, verb, etc.), systems
(e.g., tense, agreement, pluralization), pattern, rules, and elliptical
forms.
6) Recognize that a particular meaning may be expressed in deferent
grammatical forms.
7) Recognize cohesive devices in written discourse and their role in
signaling the relationship between and among clauses.
b. Macro Skills of Reading Comprehension
1) Recognize the rhetorical forms of written discourse and their
significance for interpretation.
2) Recognize the communicative functions of written texts, according
to form and purpose.
3) Infer context that is not explicit by using background knowledge.
4) From described events, ideas, etc., infer links and detect such
relations as main generalization, and exemplification.
5) Distinguish between literal and implied meanings.
6) Detect culturally specific references and interpret them in a context
of the appropriate cultural schemata.
7) Develop and use a battery of reading strategies, such as scanning
and skimming, detecting discourse markers, guessing the meaning
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of words from context, and activating schemata for interpretation of
texts.
6. The Levels of Reading Comprehension
According to Alderson and Urquhat (1983) in Richard et al. (1985:
238) different types of reading comprehension are often distinguished,
according to the types of reading used. The following are commonly referred
to:
a. Literal comprehension
Literal comprehension is reading  in order to understanding, remember,
or recall the information explicitly contained in passage.
b. Inferential comprehension
Inferential comprehension is reading in order to find information which
is not explicitly stated in a passage, using the reader’s experiences and
intuition, and u inferring.
c. Critical or evaluating comprehension
Critical reading is reading in order to compare information in a passage
with the reader’s own knowledge and values.
d. Appreciative comprehension
Appreciative reading is reading in order to gain an emotional other kind
of valued from a passage.
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Generally reading comprehension is the process extracting and
understanding the information of written text which has elements for
thinking reading. Al Hameed (2012:140) also states that reading
comprehension represents how well readers understand literal
comprehension which concentrates on explicit meaning and inferential
comprehension which concentrates on implicit meaning in the reading text.
Based on the opinion above, the researcher did not discussed for the
four levels of reading comprehension but only discuss about literal
comprehension and inferential comprehension. Because the object of this
research is for Junior High School students particularly cover literal and
inferential reading, especially in descriptive text.
According concept above, on the one hand it can be conclude that
comprehend well, the reader have literal and inferential comprehension in
reading. But on the other hand the researcher reviewed that reading
comprehension consists of several indicators, there are as follows:
a. finding out the main idea of the text,
b. finding out implicit information of the text
c. finding out explicit information of the text,
d. finding out reference of the text,
e. identifying the meaning of words based on the context of the text.
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B. Review on Reading Interest
1. Definition of Interest
Brown D. & Lent W.R  (1984:99) explained the interest of an
individual can be defined as his/her like for, dislike for, or indifference to
something such as an object, occupation a person, a task, or an activity.
Interest are one specs of what is broadly considered as the motivation of an
individual. Thus, interest are a part of the person’s personality structure or
organization. When the individual’s interest is described in relation to
occupations or the world of work, we speak of his/her vocational interest.
Haidi & Berndoff (2002:94) said that interest has a strong influence
on learning. Individuals display more persistence, engagement, and positive
affect toward tasks that they are interested in. Interest influences the use of
learning strategies and choices for the direction and duration of attention.
Interest can be developed through motivation, therefore that to get the
students interested in reading, motivation is needed. Reading in the limited
sense or in the board sense is interesting. The interest motivates one to read
and put effort because the reading selection is interesting.
Commonly, a person knows more about a topic in which she/he has
interested that makes reading comprehension easier. So, it is necessary to
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present some definitions or theories of interest as a proposed by psychologist
in order to have a clear description about what interest is.
According to Norman L. Munn (1966:180) defines that most major
interest theorist have included five determinants of interest in their the
theories, as follows:
a. Interest arise from environmental and/or social influence.
b. Interest arise from genetic.
c. Interest arise from personality traits.
d. Interest arise from motivates, drives, or needs.
e. Interest arise from expression of self concept.
These determinates may be classified as dynamic factors or static
factors. The dynamic point of view describes vocational interest as the
product of a wide range of psychological and environmental influences and
emphasizes the affect of socialization and learning on the development of
interest. The static point of view regard interest as genetically pre-
determined. Interest plays a vital role in the reading comprehension
achievement of higher level readers. By determining individual students'
interests in particular topics and creating reading comprehension tests
consisting of high and low interest passages.
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From the statements above, the writer concluded that the learning
process does not only need the subject but also internal factors such as
interest can be included in teaching reading.
2. Interest and Reading
Empirical findings consistently show that all categories of interest aid
reading recall and comprehension. Interest ha been shown to influence
reading skill in a number of ways. Experiments with reading  occurring
under a variety of condition, such as reading silently and aloud and reading
with required post-task, have exhibited positive influences of interest.
Interest is believed to improve learning by intensifying engagement
and automatic allocation of attention. In some cases, this quality of interest
can detract from learning, as in the case of readers who are distracted from
deep meaning in a text, elements which influence the readers and cause them
to ignore more important aspect of what they are reading.
3. Interest and Intrinsic motivation
Interest is sometimes inaccurately equated with intrinsic motivation.
Intrinsic motivation is defined chiefly in term of absence of external control
or reward that is to say, rewards from an activity are drawn solely the
activity itself. On the other hand, interest refers to an individual’s engage
interaction with a specific object. Krapp (1992: 25) An interested person is
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one attracted to an object for reasons rooted in prior experience and
knowledge, or in compelling qualifies embedded in the object of interest.
Bandura (1986) suggested the semantic difference between the word
“interest” and “motivation” reflects the difference between the two process,
there is a major difference between a motive, which is an inner drive to
action and an interest which is a fascination with something.
4. Factors Influencing Interest in Reading
According to Simanjuntak (1988:52), interest is not fixed character
since his birth, and it is not a thing that can not change. One’s interest is not
his/her nature but it develops through several steps as well as his growing.
Like one’s age, interest change in from and content, that is why every step in
age is followed by an improvement of interest. Interest can be created and
kept, so that a teacher is expected to do good things to the students.
Alexander (1988:407) classify the factors influencing interest in
reading in two main heading, as follows:
a. Personal
The factors included in this category are; age, gender, intelligence,
reading, ability, psychological needs and attitude.
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b. Institutional
The factors included in this category are availability of books,
socioeconomic status and ethnic background, peers, parents, teacher’s
influences, television and movies.
Furthermore, the factors that have influence on reading interest are
availability of material, attitude towards reading, the competition for leisure
time between reading and leisure time activities, guidance towards higher
quality of reading and reading comprehension.
5. Indicators of The Students’ Reading Interest Instrument
In constructing the questionnaire of students’ reading interest, the
researcher used the aspects of interest and principles that can be affecting the
students’ reading interest as the indicators. There are four aspects mentioned
by Skinner (1984: 338) as follows:
a. Pleasure
Pleasure will emerge one’s interest to objects of the people that satisfy
them.
b. Willingness
This motivational desire will produce a will, attention, and concentration
to a given object, then the interest of the individual will appear.
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c. Consciousness
A person can be said to be interested in something if he/she has
consciousness.
d. Attention
When the students observe an object, he perceives only what he/she
pays attention to or interested in.
The researcher can know the students’ reading interest on English
text from the four of aspects above. From indicator pleasure, the researcher
can know the students’ reading interest because pleasure seems to be derived
from simply watching the movements of the objects. From willingness,
reading interest will be known because it’s mean that a motivational desire
that directed to the purpose of life controlled by thought.
The researcher can also be known the students’ reading interest on
English text from their consciousness to read a particular English text and
consciousness can exist in an individual when the students have a will. It
also be known from the students’ attention in English text, whether students
try to comprehend the text or not. When the students read an English text,
they perceive only what they pay attention to. It can be known whether they
are interested in reading English text or not from the result in answering the
questionnaire.
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According to Dawson and Bamman in Rachman (1985: 6-8) also
mention there are four principles that can be affecting the interest in reading,
as follows:
a. Attitude
The student who can find the riding material that appropriate
with him/herself means that he/she has a good attitude in reading and
the attitude refers how high his/her reading interest. Attitude here can
come from two factors, attitude to the reading material especially on
English text about attitude to the classmate or teacher, how the students’
attitude in facing the teacher or classmate who invite him to discuss
about English text.
b. Habit
The students’ activities and reading habit can reference his/her
reading interest. How often students do reading activity, it indicates
their interest in reading a text especially English text. If the student has
needed reading on his life, automatically his reading interest is high.
Whereas if the student rarely does the reading activity, it indicates that
his/her interest in reading is limited.
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c. Facility
Facility is one of the major factor influencing students’ reading
interest. Student who has more facility from his/her parents or the
school library has higher interest than the student who has a limited
facility. Availability of textbooks in the environment of the student is
one of the factors driving the choice of reading materials and reading
interest. Availability of the school libraries is relatively complete and
perfect as well as ease the process of borrowing is a major factor that
encourages the student interest in reading.
d. Motivation
Students’ reading interest can be known from looking for
information whether the students get the motivation from the other or
not. If the students get motivation from the other perhaps they have
higher interest to read than the students who do not get the motivation.
Suggestions from the parents or the teachers as external factors may
spark students in reading.
From those theories from two expert above, the researcher
constructed the questionnaire of the students’ reading interest on English text
from four aspects like mentioned by Skinner (1984: 338). Those are:
pleasure, willingness, consciousness, attention.
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C. Review on Vocabulary Mastery
1. Definition of Vocabulary
Vocabulary is central and importance in language learning and
language learner. There are so many expert that define the meaning of
vocabulary, one of them is stated by Manser (1995:461) in the Oxford
Learners Dictionary, vocabulary is the total number of words in a language,
all words known by a person or used in a particular book, subject, or a list of
words with their meanings. Generally, vocabulary refer to the word we know
to communicate effectively.
The researcher noted some definition of vocabulary which was
downloaded at http://www.thefreedictionary.com/vocabulary. The definition
noted taken from Collins Essential English Dictionary 2nd Edition.
Vocabulary is a noun, singular, and become vocabularies in plural function.
Vocabulary can be defined as:
a. All the words that a person knows
b. All the words contained in a language
c. The specialist terms used in a given subject
d. A  list of words in another language with their translations
e. A range of symbols or techniques as used in any of the arts or crafts: the
building’s vocabulary of materials, textures, and tones.
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Based on the definition above, it can be concluded that vocabulary is
the total number of words in a particular language that a person knows or
uses. However, the words known and used by a particular person do not
constitute all the words a person is exposed to.
2. The Types of Vocabulary
Harmer (1991:150) divides two types of vocabulary. The first refers
to the one that students have taught or learnt and which they are expected to
be able to use. While the second term refers to the words of which the
students will recognize when they meet them, but of which they probably not
able to pronounce.
Meanwhile, Nemati (2010:21) also divides two types of vocabulary,
namely active vocabulary and passive vocabulary. Active vocabulary
includes words which are used in speech and writing. Then passive
vocabulary includes words which are understood as they occur in reading
materials or while hearing something.
According to Haycraft quoted by Hatch and Evelyn (1994) divides
two kinds of vocabulary, namely receptive vocabulary and productive
vocabulary, that are as follows:
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a. Receptive Vocabulary
Receptive vocabulary is words that the learners recognize and
understand when they occur in context, but which can not produce
correctly. It is vocabulary that the learners recognize when they see it in
reading context but do not use it in speaking and writing. The receptive
vocabulary is also called a passive process because the learner only
receives thought from others. In language application the receptive
vocabulary is considered as the basic vocabulary. Receptive vocabulary
is much large than productive vocabulary because there are many words
recognized when the learner hear or reads but do not use when he speaks
or writes.
b. Productive Vocabulary
Productive vocabulary is the words which the learners understand, can
pronounce correctly and use constructively in speaking and writing. It
involves what is needed for receptive vocabulary plus the ability to
speak or write the appropriate time. Therefore, productive vocabulary
can be addressed as an active process, because the learner can produce
the words to express their thought to other.
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3. The Importance of Vocabulary in Reading
In the process of learning foreign language, the students should be
competent in four skill namely listening, speaking, and writing. Before they
could to mastered those of four skills, the students have to master to
vocabulary mastery first. It is needed because the four skills are run trough
words. Word is important in human’s life.
According to Zimmerman in Coady and Huskin (1997:5) states that
vocabulary is central  to language and critical importance to the typical
language learner. The importance of vocabulary in reading is the
fundamental aspect in English learning. Vocabulary mastery is needed in
reading skill. In reading skill, vocabulary helps the students in
comprehending the text. Reading is the activity of perceiving and decoding
words in order to understand the meaning of a text.
Vocabulary  is crucial to achieve reading comprehension. In order to
understand a text, the students need to know the meaning of individual
words. They construct an understanding of the text by assembling and
making sense of the words in the context of reading comprehension.
Therefore, vocabulary must be mastered by students as well as possible.
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4. Vocabulary Mastery
Mastering a large number of vocabulary becomes an important thing
in language learning. Without mastering it, of course, foreign language
learners will get some difficulties in developing the four language skills. In
order to understand the language, vocabulary is important to be mastered by
the learner. Hornby (1995:72) states that mastery as complete knowledge.
Mastery itself means great skillfulness and knowledge of some activities.
From the definition above it comes to the conclusion that mastery
means the competency to understand and apply something learnt. The
importance of mastering vocabulary in learning is also stated by Nunan
(1998:118), she says that development of a rich vocabulary is an important
element in the acquisition of a second language.
Lewis and Hill (1990:12) state that vocabulary mastery is important
for the students. Vocabulary mastery can be measured by the requirements
of generalization or being able to define words and selecting an appropriate
use of it. It can be said that vocabulary mastery is a complete skill to
understand the stock of words and their meanings of a particular language.
5. Indicators of The Students’ Vocabulary Mastery Instrument
In constructing the questionnaire of students’ vocabulary, the
researcher used the aspects of vocabulary mastery, then defined as students’
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complete knowledge of meaning and form of words in context appropriately.
Vocabulary knowledge concerns with word class, word meaning and some
the indicators of the vocabulary mastery, there are as follows:
a. Word Class
According to Hatch and Brown (1995: 218). Word class is the
classification of words of a language depending on their function in
communication, those are as follows:
1) Nouns
Nouns can be divided into subclasses. There are proper nouns
and common nouns. There are also count nouns and mass nouns
and abstract nouns and concrete nouns.
2) Verbs
Verbs are words that denote action. Verbs that donate states
rather than actions seem less verb like. Process verbs which have
no definite and points also seem less verb like than strong actions.
Vandler placed verbs into four classes: activities (run, walk, look
for), accomplishment (build, kill, paint a picture), achievement
(recognize, find, lose, understand, hear) and states (know, love,
have, desire)
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3) Adjectives
Adjectives are used to highlight qualities or attributes. Certain
adjectives are typically used to describe particular nouns. For
example, light, dark, bright, and dull are used with color
nouns. Adjectives can point out positive or negative qualities. One
reason why linguist believe that positive adjectives are learnt more
easily is that they are unmarked.
4) Adverbs
Adverbs are similar to adjectives in many ways although they
typically assign attributes to verbal, to clauses or to entire sentences
rather than to nouns. Locative adverb, like here and there are used
very early by young children as ways of pointing to the location of
objects. Time adverbs, like now, then and yesterday are used by
second language learners as an initial way to mark.
b. Word Meaning
1) Synonyms
Synonyms are words that have the same, or nearly the same,
meaning Shephed (1987: 3). For example: good is a synonym of
nice and crafty is a synonym of cunning. It might be selected words
that are not synonymous but which still refer to the same object.
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2) Antonyms
Shephed (1987: 36) stated that antonyms are words that have
opposite meanings, such as sad and happy, hot and cold. The
dimension is not just bisected into a plus and a minus value. In the
same way, pairs like big- small, many-few, tall-short, happy-unhappy,
and long-short are the opposite ends of scales.
Based on the several theory about the aspects of vocabulary and
the materials that is learnt by the students from the English text. Beside
the theory above, the researcher also constructed the instrument of
vocabulary mastery through the indicators as follows:
a. Meanings or Translations
Word expressions in the students’ mother tongue are (more or less)
equivalent in meaning to the item being taught.
b. Guessing
The students have to guess the questions based on the
characteristics of something that have been available on the
question. For example: I am brown. I live in the jungle. I eat meat.
I have four legs. Who am I? And the answer is lion.
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c. Grammar
The grammar of a new item will need to be taught if this is not
obviously covered the general grammatical rules.
Based on the several theory about the aspects of vocabulary and the
materials that is learnt by the students from the English text.  The researcher
constructed the instrument of vocabulary mastery through the indicators
focused on; synonyms, antonyms, meaning/translation, guessing and
grammar.
D. Review of Descriptive Text
Descriptive text is a text that describing some characteristics or structure
of something, it is a series detailed observations or description of something,
someone or place. According to Kane (2000:352) says description is about
sensory experience, how to something looks, sounds, tastes. Mostly it is about
visual experience, but description also deals with other kinds of perception.
Kane also stated that descriptive text has the generic structure and
language feature as follows :
1. The Generic Structure of Descriptive Text
a. Identification; identifying the phenomenon to be described.
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b. Description; description the phenomenon parts, qualities, and
characteristics.
2. Language Feature
a. Using attributive and identifying process.
b. Using adjective words.
1) Adjectives of quality; good, beautiful, well, etc.
2) Adjectives of size; small, fat, teen, etc.
3) Adjectives of age; old, young, etc.
4) Adjectives of color; red, green, white, etc.
c. Using simple present tense.
E. Previous Related Study
In this research, the researcher has found the other researchers which
can show the similarities with the research study. There are previous studies that
the researchers used to be the sources of thesis which concerned about reading
and vocabulary. The previous related to this study comes from Teacher Training
and Education Faculty in Islamic Institute of Surakarta and Sebelas Maret
University. According that previous study, the researcher can get the more
understand about the detail information of the research on the variables of the
thesis. To the more details explanation of previous study will be shown as
follows; The first is a research with the title. “A Correlational Study between
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Vocabulary Mastery and Students’ Habit In Reading English Text toward The
Ability of Reading Comprehension.” This research is conducted by Ade Leoni
Cahyanti (2014) from IAIN Surakarta. This research was carried out at MTs N
Gondangrejo in the academic year of 2013/2014. The population of this research
was the seventh grade students of all the seventh grade students randomly with
the total number whole students at seventh grade is 304 students. Then the
sample of this study took 30 students as the sample randomly and so did the try
out. The sampling technique used is simple random sampling. The instrument in
collecting the data were questionnaire and test. The technique used analyze the
data was pre-requirement test and hypothesis test. And then the result of the
analysis shows that; 1) There is a positive correlation between vocabulary
mastery and the ability of reading comprehension. 2) There is a positive
correlation between students’ interest in reading English text and the ability of
reading descriptive text. 3) There is a positive correlation between vocabulary
mastery, students’ interest in reading English text, and the ability of reading
comprehension. Because the result of computation shows that the correlation
coefficient (R) between vocabulary mastery (X1), students’ interest in reading
English text (X2) simultaneously and the ability of reading comprehension (Y) is
0.9075. Then, it also means that the increase of vocabulary mastery and students’
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reading interest will be followed by the increase of the ability of reading
comprehension.
The second previous related study that conduct by M. Andri Hamdani
(2014) from Teacher Training and Education Faculty, Sebelas Maret University,
entitled “A Correlational Study Between Students’ Motivation and Vocabulary
Skill In Reading Comprehension.” This research was carried out at SMA N
Karanganyar in November, in the academic year of 2014/2015. The population of
this research was all of the eleventh grade students of with nine classes, each
class consist of 35 to 40 students, so the total number whole students at seventh
grade is 324 students. Then the sample of this study, the writer took one class
among the classes randomly, which consists of 36 students as the sample to did
the try out. The sample of this research is XI IPA3. In this research, the writer
used cluster random sampling that gives all classes the equal change of being
selected for the sample. The instrument in collecting the data were questionnaire
and test. Then, the technique used analyze the data was prerequisite test and
testing the hypotheses. And then the result of the analysis shows that; 1) There is
a positive correlation between students’ motivation and reading comprehension.
2) There is a positive correlation between vocabulary skill and reading
comprehension. 3) There is a positive correlation between the students’
motivation and vocabulary and reading comprehension.
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The research conducted by the writer above has similarities with this
research. The first is the research design used, it is correlational design. The
second similarity used three variables, the same variables especially is reading
comprehension. Nevertheless in each research there are same variable with this
research, these are students’ interest on reading English text and vocabulary.
Furthermore the similarity of the research is the writer wants to know the
correlation each variables. The third similarity is the sampling used, it is cluster
random sampling.
Besides the similarities, there are also some differences between the
research conducted both of the researcher above. The first difference is the
variable used. In the first previous thesis there is a different variable with this
thesis, it is reading comprehension on descriptive text. Then in the second
previous thesis is students’ motivation. The second difference is the subject of
the study. In the first pervious the researcher used the seventh grade students of
MTs N Gondangrejo in the academic year of 2014/2015. Then the second
previous used the eleventh grade students of SMA N Karanganyar as the
research’s subject.
F. Rationale
Reading is one of the most important skills in learning language.
Through reading we can extract a lot of information from unlimited written
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sources to gain knowledge which is useful in academic and daily live. Reading is
considered as the key to success in all levels of education. Most of the  students’
learning activities relate to reading and it means that reading still appears
to be the major tool for acquiring information and knowledge across the
various components of studies. The result of reading activities means
understanding what has been read. This is what is considered as reading
comprehension.
One of the factors which can influence reading comprehension is
interest. The interest span is related to personality factors. Interest for
something that drives a person to do what he likes, to choose what he attracts,
and to reach what he expects. Interest is powerful factors for increasing reading
comprehension, promoting the reading habit. In students’ eighth grade the
English lesson is about text. There are some various the genre of the text, but the
writer focused on descriptive text.
Another factor that is considered influence in reading comprehension is
vocabulary mastery. Reading in order to understand the whole text needs more
on the word recognition. Word recognition includes understanding text’s
vocabularies. Therefore, vocabulary mastery becomes an important factor in
comprehending text. By knowing the meaning of text’s vocabularies, the
students will be easier to understand the text.
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Then, it can be assumed that students’ reading comprehension is
greatly supported by two factors, namely students’ reading interest and
vocabulary mastery. Based on the explanations above the writer assumes that
both the students’ reading interest on English text and vocabulary mastery are
taking part in reading comprehension on descriptive text. When the students
have great motivation and being supported by mastered vocabulary they will
achieve the higher level of reading comprehension. Thus it can be predicted
theoretically, the students’ reading interest on English text and vocabulary
mastery have positive correlation toward reading comprehension. However,
those prediction should be tested by using the research the data.
G. Hypothesis
Based on the theory and rationale above, the researcher proposes of this
research hypotheses as follows :
1. There is a positive correlation between students’ reading interest on English
text and reading comprehension on descriptive text.
2. There is a positive correlation between students’ vocabulary mastery and
reading comprehension on descriptive text.
3. There is a positive correlation between students’ reading interest on English
text and vocabulary mastery toward reading comprehension on descriptive
text.
Appendix 1
The List of Students Joining the Try Out (VIII A)
No NIS Nama Siswa
1 4249 Agastya Karang Sungsang
2 4250 Ainun Mardatila Sari
3 4251 Akbar Septiagi Nugroho
4 4252 Aldi Eka Saputra
5 4253 Alifia Rizky Amalia
6 4254 Anggun Shinta Wati
7 4255 Anna Diyah Novitasari
8 4256 Atik Lestari
9 4291 Azis Saputra
10 4257 Agustina Dwiyanti
11 4258 Dewi Riyani
12 4259 Dwi Ayu Latifah
13 4260 Erlina Della Saputri
14 4261 Fany Widi Astuti
15 4262 Fauzi Tri Utomo
16 4263 Fauziah Tri Utami
17 4264 Hanief Nur Oktavernand
18 4265 Ikhsan Nugroho
19 4266 Indra Kurniawan
20 4267 Intan Aprilia
21 4319 Iqbal Nur Rifai
22 4269 Sekar Maulina
23 4270 Kiki Indriyani
24 4271 Lohcani Dwi Tika Ningsih
25 4272 Muhammad Aminnullah
26 4273 Muhammad Reivangga Arsy
27 4274 Muhammad Ridho Akbar
28 4275 Nabila  Eka  Nursukma
29 4276 Novita Sari
30 4277 Prisca Maylina Rahmawati
31 4278 Satria Bintara Putra Pamungkas
32 4279 Suryanto
33 4280 Syifa Nabila Geantini Putri
34 4281 Syukran Ni’am Dzunnurrain
35 4282 Tegar Akbar Pangga Bektiar
36 4283 Tri Yuniati
37 4284 Vina Pebri Yulianti
38 4285 Wahyu Dwi Jayanto
39 4286 Yanuar Ditya Putra
40 4287 Yulia Wulandari
The Blue Print of The Students’ Reading Interest On English Text
(Try Out Instrument)
Concept Indicator Item Number Total
Interest is being one of
the important factors in
order to increasing the
students’ comprehension
achievement in reading.
If one has the interest to
read, if the read, it means
that he or she will get a
good achievement. On
the other side, if the
reader has no any interest
to read, it can influence
his or her achievement.
1. Pleasure
2. Willingness
3. Consciousness
4. Attention
1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25, 34,
36, 39
2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 24, 29,
32, 33
3, 7, 11, 15, 19, 23, 27, 31,
37, 38
4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 30,
35, 40
10
10
10
10
Total 40
Nama :
No :
Kelas :
The Questionnaire of Students’ Reading Interest on English Text
(Try Out Instrument)
Isilah pernyataan/pertanyaan si bawah ini dengan tanda (X) dengan benar dan tepat.
1. Membaca buku adalah kegiatan yang menyenangkan.
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak Setuju
b. Setuju e.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
2. Dengan membaca teks berbahasa Inggris saya merasa kemampuan akademik saya
semakin bertambah.
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
3. Saya akan berusaha mencari arti sebuah kata/kalimat berbahasa Inggris bagaimanapun
caranya.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
4. Ketika membaca teks berbahasa Inggris saya hanya membacanya dan tanpa memahami
apa artinya dalam Bahasa Indonesia.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
5. Saya kurang menyukai pelajaran bahasa Inggris khususnya materi tentang reading?
a. Sangat setuju e.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju d.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
6. Bahasa Inggris adalah pelajaran yang sangat penting untuk dipelajari.
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
7. Berlama-lama membaca dan memahami bacaan berbahasa Inggris terlalu membuang-
buang waktu saya.
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
8. Saya khawatir ketika mengerjakan soal bacaan berbahasa Inggris (reading) saat
tes/ujian.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
9. Bagaimana perasaan anda ketika berkunjung ke toko buku
a. Sangat senang d.  Tidak Senang
b. Senang e.  Sangat tidak senang
c. Biasa saja
10. Saya membaca terlebih dahulu buku Bahasa Inggris/LKS sebelum dibahas dikelas oleh
guru Bahasa Inggris.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
11. Saya berusaha meningatkan kemampuan dalam memahami bacaan berbahasa Inggris.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
12. Saya memperhatikan guru Bahasa Inggris ketika menerangkan isi teks bacaan
berbahasa Inggris.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
13. Saya  merasa puas jika megetahui informasi dalam teks berbahasa Inggris
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
14. Ketika di rumah saya membaca ulang materi pelajaran yang sudah diterangan oleh
guru Bahasa Inggris agar tidak lupa.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
15. Saya bersedia membaca dan menartikan bacaan berbahasa Inggris di depan kelas bila
ditunjuk oleh guru saya.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
16. Saya mudah memahami pelajaran Bahasa Inggris utamanya materi reading.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
17. Saya lebih memilih melakukan hal lain daripada membaca bacaan berbahasa Inggris.
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
18. Ketika menemukan kata-kata baru berbahasa inggris saya menulis artinya dalam
bahasa Indonesia agar tidak lupa.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
19. Saya membaca buku penunjang Bahasa Inggris walaupun tidak ada tugas dari guru
saya.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
20. Dalam membaca dan memahami bacaan berbahasa Inggris dibutuhkan konsentrasi
khusus.
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
21. Apa perasaan anda saat mendapat tugas untuk menerangkan bacaan berbahasa Inggris?
a. Sangat senang d.  Tidak Senang
b. Senang e.  Sangat tidak senang
c. Biasa saja
22. Pada waktu pelajaran Bahasa Inggris saya menanyakan kata/kalimat berbahasa Inggris
yang belum saya mengerti pada guru Bahasa Inggris.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
23. Saya menggunakan jam kosong pelajaran untuk membaca walau tidak ditugaskan.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
24. Apakah anda mencoba mendapatkan kata-kata baru dalam Bahasa Inggris untuk
meningkatkan kemampuan?
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
25. Saya kurang suka membaca bacaan berbahasa Inggris
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
26. Saya merasa kemampuan Bahasa Inggris saya masih sangat lemah ketika dalam
membaca teks berbahasa Inggris masih sering kesulitan untuk memahaminya.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
27. Saya sering ke perpustakaan untuk mencari buku penunjang pelajaran Bahasa Inggris.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
28. Saya tidak berkonsenterasi jika teks bacaan berbahasa Inggris terlalu banyak dan
kalimatnya sulit untuk dipahami.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
29. Saya akan tertinggal oleh teman-teman saya jika tidak pernah/jarang mempelajari
pelajaran Bahasa Inggris utamanya dalam memahami kata/kalimat Berbahasa Inggris.
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e. Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
30. Saya mem-fokuskan diri ketika sedang mambaca dan memahami teks berbahasa
Inggris.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
d. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
e. Kadang-kadang
31. Membaca adalah jendela dunia.
a. Sangat setuju d. Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e. Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
32. Daripada menulis, mendengar, dan berbicara dalam Bahasa Inggris, saya lebih
memilih membaca teks berbahasa Ingggris.
a. Sangat setuju d. Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e. Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
33. Saya membaca seluruh kalimat dalam teks berbahasa Inggris jika ada ujian/ulangan
reading.
a. Selalu d. Jarang
b. Sering e. Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
34. Tanpa diminta oleh siapapun saya menyempatkan diri untuk membaca buku.
a. Selalu d. Jarang
b. Sering e. Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
35. Saya hanya membaca teks bacaan seperlunya jika mendapat soal teks bacaan
berbahasa Inggris yang cukup banyak.
a. Selalu d. Jarang
b. Sering e. Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
36. Membaca teks bacaan berbahasa Inggris adalah hal yang tidak saya sukai.
a. Sangat setuju d. Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e. Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
37. Ada begitu banyak kosa kata dalam Bahasa Inggris yang belum saya ketahui.
a. Sangat setuju d. Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e. Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
38. Saya berusaha menambah pengetahuan kosa kata Bahasa Inggris saya dengan
membaca teks-teks berbahasa Inggris.
a. Selalu d. Jarang
b. Sering e. Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
39. Membaca teks berbahasa Inggris yang tidak saya tahu artinya adalah hal yang sia-sia.
a. Sangat setuju d. Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e. Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
40. Kebiasaan dalam membaca teks berbahasa Inggris tidak berpengaruh terhadap prestasi
belajar (nilai) saya khususnya mata pelajaran Bahasa Inggris.
a. Sangat setuju d. Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e. Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
Nama :
No :
Kelas :
The Questionnaire of Students’ Reading Interest on English Text
Isilah pernyataan/pertanyaan si bawah ini dengan tanda (X) dengan benar dan tepat.
1. Dengan membaca teks berbahasa Inggris saya merasa kemampuan akademik saya semakin
bertambah.
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
2. Saya akan berusaha mencari arti sebuah kata/kalimat berbahasa Inggris bagaimanapun
caranya.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
3. Ketika membaca teks berbahasa Inggris saya hanya membacanya dan tanpa memahami apa
artinya dalam Bahasa Indonesia.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
4. Saya kurang menyukai pelajaran bahasa Inggris khususnya materi tentang reading?
a. Sangat setuju e.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju d.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
5. Bahasa Inggris adalah pelajaran yang sangat penting untuk dipelajari.
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
6. Berlama-lama membaca dan memahami bacaan berbahasa Inggris terlalu membuang-buang
waktu saya.
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
7. Bagaimana perasaan anda ketika berkunjung ke toko buku
a. Sangat senang d.  Tidak Senang
b. Senang e. Sangat tidak senang
c. Biasa saja
8. Saya membaca terlebih dahulu buku Bahasa Inggris/LKS sebelum dibahas dikelas oleh guru
Bahasa Inggris.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
9. Saya berusaha meningatkan kemampuan dalam memahami bacaan berbahasa Inggris.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
10. Saya memperhatikan guru ketika menerangkan isi teks bacaan berbahasa Inggris.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
11. Saya  merasa puas jika megetahui informasi dalam teks berbahasa Inggris
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
12. Ketika di rumah saya membaca ulang materi pelajaran yang sudah diterangan oleh guru
Bahasa Inggris agar tidak lupa.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
13. Saya bersedia membaca dan menartikan bacaan berbahasa Inggris di depan kelas bila
ditunjuk oleh guru saya.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
14. Saya mudah memahami pelajaran Bahasa Inggris utamanya materi reading.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
15. Saya lebih memilih melakukan hal lain daripada membaca bacaan berbahasa Inggris.
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
16. Ketika menemukan kata-kata baru berbahasa inggris saya menulis artinya dalam bahasa
Indonesia agar tidak lupa.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
17. Saya membaca buku penunjang Bahasa Inggris walaupun tidak ada tugas dari guru saya.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
18. Dalam membaca dan memahami bacaan berbahasa Inggris dibutuhkan konsentrasi khusus.
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
19. Pada waktu pelajaran Bahasa Inggris saya menanyakan kata/kalimat berbahasa Inggris yang
belum saya mengerti pada guru Bahasa Inggris.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
20. Saya menggunakan jam kosong pelajaran untuk membaca walau tidak ditugaskan.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
21. Apakah anda mencoba mendapatkan kata-kata baru dalam Bahasa Inggris untuk
meningkatkan kemampuan?
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
22. Saya kurang suka membaca bacaan berbahasa Inggris
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
23. Saya sering ke perpustakaan untuk mencari buku penunjang pelajaran Bahasa Inggris.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e. Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
24. Saya tidak berkonsenterasi jika teks bacaan berbahasa Inggris terlalu banyak dan kalimatnya
sulit untuk dipahami.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
25. Saya akan tertinggal oleh teman-teman saya jika tidak pernah/jarang mempelajari pelajaran
Bahasa Inggris utamanya dalam memahami kata/kalimat Berbahasa Inggris.
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
26. Saya mem-fokuskan diri ketika sedang mambaca dan memahami teks berbahasa Inggris.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
27. Membaca adalah jendela dunia.
a. Sangat setuju d. Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e. Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
28. Daripada menulis, mendengar, dan berbicara dalam Bahasa Inggris, saya lebih memilih
membaca teks berbahasa Ingggris.
a. Sangat setuju d. Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e. Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
29. Saya membaca seluruh kalimat dalam teks berbahasa Inggris jika ada ujian/ulangan
reading.
a. Selalu d. Jarang
b. Sering e. Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
30. Tanpa diminta oleh siapapun saya menyempatkan diri untuk membaca buku.
a. Selalu d. Jarang
b. Sering e. Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
31. Saya berusaha menambah pengetahuan kosa kata Bahasa Inggris saya dengan membaca
teks-teks berbahasa Inggris.
a. Selalu d. Jarang
b. Sering e. Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
32. Membaca teks berbahasa Inggris yang tidak saya tahu artinya adalah hal yang sia-sia.
a. Sangat setuju d. Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e. Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
The Blue Print of The Vocabulary Mastery
(Try Out Instrument)
Concept Indicator Item Number Total
The researcher
conclude that
vocabulary mastery is
important to be
mastered by the
language learner, it’s a
basic/complete
knowledge of a list:
A set of words, which
make up language.
Mastering the
vocabulary mastery of
language needs the
attention to its meaning
from a large number of
words.
1. Meaning
2. Synonym
3. Antonym
4. Guessing
5. Grammar
1, 5, 8, 11, 16, 20, 31, 33, 37
2, 6, 9, 12, 17, 30, 39
3, 10, 13, 18, 21, 25, 29
4, 14, 19, 22, 24, 26, 28, 34, 36
7, 15, 23, 27, 32, 35, 38, 40
9
7
7
9
8
Total 40
The Test of Students’ Vocabulary Mastery
(Try Out Instrument)
Choose the correct answer by crossing (X) the correct answer (a,b,c, or d)
1. Doni wakes up at a half past six. The meaning of wake up is …
a. Dibangunkan c.   Mandi
b. Bangun d.   Membangunkan
2. The train will arrive at 2.30 PM. The synonym of the underlined word is …
a. Back c.   Goes
b. Come d.   Go
3. The sun shine so bright. The antonyme of the underlined word is …
a. Glow c.   Dark
b. Light d.   Dull
4. It is animal, like a bird. It is black and white. It is fat. It lives in Nort Pole. Who is it?
a. Horse c.   Zebra
b. Penguin d.   Tiger
5. The hat is too big for me. The meaning of underlined word is …
a. Sarung tangan c.   Dasi
b. Kaos kaki d.   Topi
6. My mother has a young brother, his name is Alex. He is my …
a. Nephew c.   Uncle
b. Niece d.   Grandfather
7. My sister’s hair colour … light brown.
a. Is c.   Has
b. Have d.   Are
8. I have a nephew, he is very cute. The meaning of “nephew” is …
a. Keponakan laki-laki c.   Paman
b. Bibi d.   Keponakan perempuan
9. The child was craying when their parents angry.
The word underlined above has the closest meaning as …
a. Sad c.   Happy
b. Exciting d.   Interesting
10. My sister`s chlotes are always clean and neat. The antonym of “neat” is ...
a. Dirty c. Tidy
b. Untidy d. Nice
11. The prince comes to the his kingdom. The meaning of underlined word is …
a. Pangeran d.   Jenderal
b. Puteri e.   Ratu
12. I have a brother. He is short and fat. The word “fat” has same meaning as …
a. Slim c.   Thin
b. Hard d.   Obese
13. This bag is cheap. The antonym of “cheap” is …
a. Expensive c.   Inexpensive
b. Good d.  Rich
14. Andy has a friend. She helps the doctor in the hospital and takes care of patient. What
does she do?
a. She is a nurse c.   She is a receptionist
b. She is a doctor d.   She is a stewardess
15. My mother and my old sister go to the market … buy some foods to get dinner.
a. We c.   She
b. They d.   Her
16. My aunt is a tailor, he makes a cloath, shirt, coat, etc.
The meaning of the underlined word is ….
a. Penjahit c. Tentara
b. Pelaut d.   Koki
17. Nanda has a brother. He is very cleaver. The synonym of the underlined word is …
a. Naughty c.   Handsome
b. Smart d.   Diligent
18. My classroom is narrow. The antonym of the underlined word is …
a. Wide c.   Limited
b. Little d. Small
19. My uncle works on the garage, he was repairing the damaged motorcycle and some
engines. What does he do?
a. He is a mechanic c. He is a carpenter
b. He is an assembler d.   He is a constructor
20. Your wallet is empty. The meaning of the underlined word is …
a. Saku c.   Rak meja
b. Tas d.   Dompet
21. Teacher   :  Good morning students.
Students  :  Good morning Sir,
Teacher   :  Who is absent today?
Students :  None Sir.
The antonym of “absent” is ...
a. Present c.   Many
b. Nobody d.   Few
22. My body is big, people calls me the smart animal because I have the big brain. I have
four feet, and a trunk. I love to eat vegetables, such as peanut. Who am I?
a. Girraffe c.   Hippotamus
b. Crocodile d.   Elepant
23. I …. go to Jakarta next week.
a. Am going to c.   Going
b. Will d.   Want
24. I am going to dentist now because my ….. are in pain.
a. hands c.  teeth
b. finger d.  ears
25. What is the antonym of word “enter”?
a. change c.  exit
b. came d.  make
26. This animal likes to eat carrot and it has long ears. What is this animal?
a. rabbit c.  cat
b. dog d.  snake
27. This exercise was too ….. for me. I got score 100.
a. difficult c.  expensive
b. easy d.  high
28. Diana’s barbie is broken. Diana is very ….. now.
a. confuse c.  happy
b. sad d.  sick
29. He is a diligent boy. The antonym of underlined word is …...
a. stupid c.  lazy
b. smart d.  crazy
30. The word of “produce” has the same meaning as ……
a. creat c.  play
b. broke d.  talk
31. The clown is so funny. He makes all kids laugh and happy. Apa arti kata “clown”
menurut Bahasa Indonesia?
a. penyanyi c.  badut
b. pengacara d.  pesulap
32. This kind of animal can produce milk for many people. What is this animal?
a. cow c.  chiken
b. rabbit d.  cat
33. I am so hungry, so I prepare a meal. The meaning of underlined word is ……
a. memakan c.  membeli
b. membawa d.  menyiapkan
34. The carpet is ….. . I want to clean it.
a. large c.  shiny
b. dirty d.  soft
35. The gardener ….. the grass every Monday and Thursday.
a. cuts c.  plans
b. trains d.  comes
36. I can’t hear anything since my ….. are sick.
a. eyes c.  ears
b. nose d.  mouth
37. My aunt is tidy woman. The meaning of underlined word is ….
a. pelupa c.  pendiam
b. rapi d.  sabar
38. My mother always …… some food for my breakfast every morning.
a. cook c.  cooks
b. cooking d.  cooked
39. What is the synonym of the word “beautiful”?
a. handsome c.  fine
b. ugly d.  pretty
40. I am …….  English course now.
a. learns c.  learning
b. is learn d.  is learning
Kunci Jawaban Soal “Vocabulary Mastery” (Try Out)
1. B 21. A
2. B 22. D
3. D 23. B
4. B 24. C
5. D 25. C
6. C 26. A
7. A 27. B
8. A 28. B
9. A 29. C
10. B 30. A
11. A 31. C
12. D 32. A
13. A 33. D
14. A 34. B
15. B 35. A
16. A 36. C
17. D 37. B
18. A 38. C
19. A 39. D
20. A 40. C
Kunci Jawaban Soal “Vocabulary Mastery” (Test)
1. B 17.   A
2. B 18.   D
3. C 19.   B
4. B 20.   C
5. D 21. B
6. C 22. C
7. A 23. A
8. A 24. C
9. C 25. A
10. A 26. D
11. A 27. B
12. A 28.   A
13. B 29. C
14. A 30. C
15. D 31. D
16. A 32.   C
Nama :
No :
Kelas :
The Test of Students’ Vocabulary Mastery
Choose the correct answer by crossing (X) the correct answer (a,b,c, or d)
1. Doni wakes up at a half past six. The meaning of wake up is ….
a. Dibangunkan c.   Mandi
b. Bangun d. Membangunkan
2. The train will arrive at 2.30 PM. The synonym of the underlined word is .…
a. Back c.   Goes
b. Come d.   Go
3. The sun shine is so bright. The antonyme of the underlined word is ….
a. Glow c.   Dark
b. Light d.   Dull
4. It is animal, like a bird. It is black and white. It is fat. It lives in the North Pole. Who is it?
a. Horse c.   Zebra
b. Penguin d.   Tiger
5. The hat is too big for me. The meaning of underlined word is ….
a. Sarung tangan c.   Dasi
b. Kaos kaki d.   Topi
6. My mother has a young brother, his name is Alex. He is my ….
a. Nephew c.   Uncle
b. Niece d.   Grandfather
7. I have a nephew, he is very cute. The meaning of “nephew” is .…
a. Keponakan laki-laki c.   Paman
b. Bibi d.   Keponakan perempuan
8. The child was craying when their parents angry.
The word underlined above has the closest meaning as ….
a. Sad c.   Happy
b. Exciting d.   Interesting
9. My sister`s chlotes are always clean and neat. The antonym of “neat” is ....
a. Dirty c. Tidy
b. Untidy d. Nice
10. The prince comes to the his kingdom. Apa arti kata “prince” menurut Bahasa Indonesia?
a. Pangeran d.   Jenderal
b. Puteri e.   Ratu
11. This bag is cheap. The antonym of “cheap” is …
a. Expensive c.   Inexpensive
b. Good d.   Rich
12. Andy has a friend. She helps the doctor in the hospital and takes care of patient. What does
she do?
a. She is a nurse c.   She is a receptionist
b. She is a doctor d.   She is a stewardess
13. My mother and my old sister go to the market ….. buy some foods to get dinner.
a. We c.   She
b. They d.   Her
14. My aunt is a tailor, he makes a cloath, shirt, coat, etc.
The meaning of the underlined word is ….
a. Penjahit c.   Tentara
b. Pelaut d.   Koki
15. Nanda has a brother. He is very cleaver. The synonym of the underlined word is …
a. Naughty c.   Handsome
b. Smart d.   Diligent
16. My classroom is narrow. The antonym of the underlined word is …
a. Wide c.   Limited
b. Little d.   Small
17. My uncle works on the garage, he was repairing the damaged motorcycle and some engines.
What does he do?
a. He is a mechanic c. He is a carpenter
b. He is an assembler d.   He is a constructor
18. Your wallet is empty. The meaning of the underlined word is …
a. Saku c.   Rak meja
b. Tas d.   Dompet
19. My body is big, people calls me the smart animal because I have the big brain. I have four
feet, and a trunk. I love to eat vegetables, such as peanut. Who am I?
a. Girraffe c.   Hippotamus
b. Crocodile d.   Elepant
20. What is the antonym of word “enter”?
a. change c.  exit
b. came d.  make
21. This exercise was too ….. for me. I got score 100.
a. difficult c.  expensive
b. easy d.  high
22. He is a diligent boy. The antonym of underlined word is …...
a. stupid c.  lazy
b. smart d.  crazy
23. The word of “produce” has the same meaning as ……
a. creat c.  play
b. broke d.  talk
24. The clown is so funny. He makes all kids laugh and happy. Apa arti kata “clown” menurut
Bahasa Indonesia?
a. penyanyi c.  badut
b. pengacara d.  pesulap
25. This kind of animal can produce milk for many people. What is this animal?
a. cow c.  chiken
b. rabbit d.  cat
26. I am so hungry, so I prepare a meal.
The meaning of underlined word is ……
a. memakan c.  membeli
b. membawa d.  menyiapkan
27. The carpet is ….. . I want to clean it.
a. large c.  shiny
b. dirty d.  soft
28. The gardener ….. the grass every Monday and Thursday.
a. cuts c.  plans
b. trains d.  comes
29. I can’t hear anything since my ….. are sick.
a. eyes c.  ears
b. nose d.  mouth
30. My mother always .… some food for my breakfast every morning.
a. cook c.  cooks
b. cooking d.  cooked
31. What is the synonym of the word “beautiful”?
a. handsome c.  fine
b. ugly d.  pretty
32. I am …….  English course now.
a. learns c.  learning
b. is learn d.  is learning
The Blue Print of Reading Comprehension On Descriptive Text
(Try Out Instrument)
Concept Indicators Nomor Total
Reading comprehension
represents how well
readers understand literal
comprehension which
concentrates on explicit
meaning and inferential
comprehension which
concentrates on implicit
meaning in the reading
text.
1. Finding main idea 1, 5, 13, 15, 27, 33, 36, 40 8
2. Finding explicit
information
2, 7, 8, 11, 17, 20, 18, 29,
33
9
3. Finding implicit
information
3, 9, 22, 23, 26, 30,  32,
34, 35
9
4. Finding word
referencess
6, 10, 14, 16, 21, 28, 38 7
5. Finding meaning of
certain word based on
the conetxt
4, 12, 19, 24, 25, 31, 39 7
Total 40
Nama :
No :
Kelas :
The Test of Students’ Reading Comprehension on Descriptive Text
Choose the correct answer by crossing (X) the correct answer (a,b,c, or d)
Text for number 1 – 4
My name is Nuri. I have a hamster. It is small and cute. I call it "Kao". My grandfather
gave it last week. Kao has three different colors, they are white, brown, and black. Kao's ears are
small. It always squeaks in the time I come to close its cage. I feed it every morning. Kao likes to
eat some leaves and grass. I take the grass from the field near my house. Kao looks happy eating
the grass. I really love Kao.
1. What does the text tell us about?
a. Nuri's hamster c.  a small hamster
b. a cute hamster d. funny hamster
2. Who gave Nuri a hamster?
a. her father c.  her grandfather
b. her mother d.  her uncle
3. Does Kao eating grass?
a. Yes, it does c.  No, it doesn't
b. Yes, it is d.  No, it isn't
4. "Kao looks happy eating the grass."
The similar meaning (persamaan) of the underlined word is .....
a. glad c.  kind
b. patient d.  friendly
Text for number 5 - 7
I have a pet. It is a dog and I call it Dolgy. Dolgy is a Chinese breed. It is small, fluffy, and
cute. It has got thick black fur. When I cuddle it, the fur feels soft. Dolgy does not like bones.
Every day it eats soft food like steamed rice, fish, or bread. Every morning I give him milk and
bread. When I am at school, Dolgy plays with my rabbit. They get along well, and never fight
maybe because Dolgy does not bark a lot. It treats the other animals in our house gently, and it
never eats shoes. Dolgy is reallt sweet and friendly animal.
5. The author’s purpose of writing the text above is …..
a. to inform a particular animal
b. to share an amusing incident with others
c. to present two poins of view about an issue
d. to describe about the beauty of Dolgy
6. “Dolgy plays with my rabbit. They get along well, and never fight ..…”
The underlined word above refers to …..
a. milk and bread c.  Dolgy and the rabbit
b. the author and Dolgy d.  the author and the rabbit
7. Whom Dolgy plays with when the writer goes to school?
a. the writer’s mother c.  the writer’s other dog
b. the writer’s cat d.  the writer’s rabbit
Text for number 8 – 11
Peter is the youngest in our family. He is fourteen years old and four years younger than
me. He has long, straight hair, bright eyes and a friendly smile. Sometimes he is rather naughty at
home, but he usually does what he is asked to do.
Peter is interested in sports very much, and at school, he plays football and tennis. He is the
best badminton player in our family.
8. How old is Peter? He is …. years old.
a. four c.   fourty
b. fourteen d.   ten
9. Which of the following statement is NOT TRUE about Peter?
a. he has long and straight hair c.   he is interested in sports
b. he is youngest at the school d.   he plays football and tennis
10. What is the function of the text above?
a. to persuade readers about Peter
b. to retell the writer’s his brother
c. to describe about Peter
d. to explain about the writer
11. ”He is fourteen years old …. Than “me”. The underlined word refers to ….
a. Peter c.   the writer’s brother
b. the writer d.   the writer’s family
Text for number 12 – 17
Natural Bridge National Park is luscious tropical rainforest. It is located 110 kilometers
from south of Brisbane and is reached by following the Pacific Highway to Nerang and then by
travelling through the Numinbah Valley. This scenic roadway lies in the shadow of Lamington
National Park.
The phenomenon of the rock formed into a natural ‘arch’ and the cave through which a
waterfall cascades is a short one-kilometer walk below a dense rainforest canopy from the main
picnic area. Swimming is permitted in the rock pools. Night-time visitors to the cave will
discover the unique feature of the glow worms. Picnic areas offers toilets, barbeque, shelter
sheds, water and fireplaces; however, overnight camping is not permitted.
12. The author’s purpose of writing the text above is …..
a. to present two points of views about Natural Bridge National Park
b. to explain the Natural Bridge National Park
c. to retell the Natural Bridge National Park
d. to describe the Natural Bridge National Park
13. “Natural Bridge National Park is luscious tropical rainforest. It is located 110 kilometers
from …..”
The word “it” from the text above is refers to ……
a. Natural Bridge National Park c.  Numinbah Valley
b. Pacific Highway d.  Lamington National Park
14. Where is the natural bridge national park located?
a. 110 kilometers from South of Brisbane
b. 110 kilometers from Pacific Highway
c. 110 kilometers from Numinbah Valley
d. 110 kilometers from Lamington National Park
15. What will the visitors see in the night?
a. a common glow worm
b. the unique feature of the glow worms
c. a great dark cave
d. the fantastic bridge
16. The word of “scenic” in the first paragraph has similar meaning as .…
a. aromatic c.  bad
b. plain d.  beautiful
Text for number 18 – 22
Jellyfish are not really fish. They are invertebrate animals. This means that unlike fish or
people, they have no backbones. In fact, they have no bones at all.
Jellyfish have stomachs and mouths, but no heads. They have nervous systems for sensing
the world around them, but no brains. They are made almost entirely of water, which is why you
can look through them.
Some jellyfish can glow in darkness by making their own light. The light is made by
achemical reaction inside the jellyfish. Scientists believe jellyfish glow for several reasons. For
example, they may glow to scare away predators or to attract animals they like to eat.
17. This means that unlike fish or people, they have no backbones.” (1st paragraph)
The word “this” in the sentence means …..
a. jellyfish c.  fish or people
b. invertebrate animals d.  backbones
18. Why jellyfish called invertebrate animals and not really fish?
a. because they have no bones at all
b. because they have stomachs and mouths
c. because they have no head
d. because they have nervous systems
19. Which one creates Jellyfish’s light?
a. white blood c.  chemical reaction inside the jellyfish
b. nervous system d.  salt water
20. What is the text describe about?
a. jellyfish c.  all of invertebrate animal
b. kinds of all fish d. some kinds of sea animals
21. “Some jellyfish can glow in darkness by making their own light.” (paragraph 3)
The word “glow” in the sentence means …..
a. move c.  appear
b. dark d.  shine
My Classroom
Hi, my name is Imam. I study at the first grade of SMP Al Hadiid Bogor. My school has six
classroom, two laboratories, and two squares. My classroom is beside the square. There are forty
two students, twenty three boys and nineteen girls. The students are sitting on the chairs. They
put their books and pens in the drawer. In my classroom there is a big picture, some decorations,
and also a clock in the wall. My classroom is very simple but very comfortable.
22. Who is the writer on the text?
a. Andi c.  Imam
b. Akbar d.  Hilman
23. What grade is Imam in SMP Al Hadiid?
a. he is in first grade c.  he is in third grade
b. he is in second grade d.  he is in fifth grade
24. Imam’s classroom is … the square.
a. outside c.  inside
b. in front of d.  beside
25. Which of the following is NOT TRUE about the text above?
a. the writer’s name is Imam
b. the classroom is beside the square
c. the classroom is very simple but very comfortable
d. there are 12 boys and 29 girls in the class
26. How many students are there in the class?
a. 14 students c.  40 students
b. 42 students d.  34 students
The Luxury of Bintang Senggigi Hotel in Lombok
Situated among beautiful tropical garden right by the sea, Bintang Senggi Hotel offers a
friendly atmosphere.
The accomodation comprises tastefully furnished air conditioned rooms with bar, bath,
shower, and balcony or patio. For those who prefer extra-privacy, there are some elegant Sasak
style bungalows around the gardens.
Other facilities include three restaurants, a 24-hour coffe shop, a swimming pool, tennis
and badminton courts and shopping arcades. Water sports including windsurfing and sailing, can
be arranged from the beach.
27. What is the text about?
a. Bintang Senggi Hotel c.  Sasak style Bungalow
b. A beautiful tropical garden d.  sport facility
28. Which facilty is not provided in the hotel?
a. a theatre c.  a swimming pool
b. a coffee shop d.  a restaurant
A Giraffe Is A Mammal
It’s about six meters tall. It eats leaves. It has a big brown eyes. They are protected by very
thicklashes. The skin has many spots. The spots are brown. This coloring helps the giraffe from
its enemy. It also has two short horns on its head. The giraffe has two methods of self protection.
If something frightens an adult giraffe, it can gallop away at about fifty kilometer per hour or stay
to fight with its strong legs.
29. What is the colour of the giraffe spot?
a. black c.  brown
b. white d.  green
30. How far does giraffe can gallop in 2 hour?
a. 50 km c. 70 km
b. 60 km d. 100 km
My Blewuk
I have some pets. However my favorite pet is Blewuk. Blewuk is a male cat that I call it
Blewuk because his fur is grey. He is adorable with his soft stripes. He has innocent round eyes
and feeble sweet voice. He always “meow” when he feels hungry. Actually his voice is not
suitable with his giant body. When I come home, he usually gives me a kiss.
Blewuk is a nice playmate. I’m happy to spend my time with him. Most of the time, he is a
good pet. It is almost impossible for me to be angry with him. In the mrning he always wake me
up early. When he wakes up early, he waits quitly quitly by me beside until I wake up.
31. Based on the text we know that …..
a. Blewuk always kisses the writer in the morning
b. every morning, the writer always wakes Blewuk up
c. Blewuk is a big cat
d. Blewuk is a female
32. What does the word “he” in the sentence “……. he usually gives me a kiss”.
a. Blewuk c.  the reader
b. the writer d.  the writer’s friend
33. What does the word “adorable” has the same meaning with?
a. very big c.  popular
b. funny d.  lovely
The Test of Students’ Reading Interest on English Text
(Try Out Instrument)
Choose the correct answer by crossing (X) the correct answer (a,b,c, or d)
Text for number 1 – 4
My name is Nuri. I have a hamster. It is small and cute. I call it "Kao". My grandfather
gave it last week. Kao has three different colors, they are white, brown, and black. Kao's ears are
small. It always squeaks in the time I come to close its cage. I feed it every morning. Kao likes
to eat some leaves and grass. I take the grass from the field near my house. Kao looks happy
eating the grass. I really love Kao.
1. What does the text tell us about?
a. Nuri's hamster c.  a small hamster
b. a cute hamster d. funny hamster
2. Who gave Nuri a hamster?
a. her father c.  her grandfather
b. her mother d.  her uncle
3. Does Kao eating grass?
a. Yes, it does c.  No, it doesn't
b. Yes, it is d.  No, it isn't
4. "Kao looks happy eating the grass."
The similar meaning (persamaan) of the underlined word is .....
a. glad c.  kind
b. patient d.  friendly
Text for number 5 - 8
I have a pet. It is a dog and I call it Dolgy. Dolgy is a Chinese breed. It is small, fluffy, and
cute. It has got thick black fur. When I cuddle it, the fur feels soft. Dolgy does not like bones.
Every day it eats soft food like steamed rice, fish, or bread. Every morning I give him milk and
bread. When I am at school, Dolgy plays with my rabbit. They get along well, and never fight
maybe because Dolgy does not bark a lot. It treats the other animals in our house gently, and it
never eats shoes. Dolgy is reallt sweet and friendly animal.
5. The author’s purpose of writing the text above is …..
a. to inform a particular animal
b. to share an amusing incident with others
c. to present two poins of view about an issue
d. to describe about the beauty of Dolgy
6. “Dolgy plays with my rabbit. They get along well, and never fight ..…”
The underlined word above refers to …..
a. milk and bread c.  Dolgy and the rabbit
b. the author and Dolgy d.  the author and the rabbit
7. Whom Dolgy plays with when the writer goes to school?
a. the writer’s mother c.  the writer’s other dog
b. the writer’s cat d.  the writer’s rabbit
8. What does the writer gives to Dolgy in every morning?
a. fish and rice c.  milk and fish
b. bread and milk d.  rice and bread
Text for number 9 – 14
Peter is the youngest in our family. He is fourteen years old and four years younger than
me. He has long, straight hair, bright eyes and a friendly smile. Sometimes he is rather naughty
at home, but he usually does what he is asked to do. Peter is interested in sports very much, and
at school, he plays football and tennis. He is the best badminton player in our family.
9. How old is Peter? He is …. years old.
a. four c.   fourty
b. fourteen d.   ten
10. According to the passage about peter, we know that the word “he” is refer to ….
a. the writer’s youngest brother c.   a naughty boy
b. the writer’s elder brother d.   a friendly boy
11. Which of the following statement is NOT TRUE about Peter?
a. he has long and straight hair c.   he is interested in sports
b. he is youngest at the school d.   he plays football and tennis
12. “But he usually does what he is asked to do”. The underlined phrase means ….
a. he does anything he wants c.   he is lazy
b. he always asks d.   he is diligent
13. What is the function of the text above?
a. to persuade readers about Peter
b. to retell the writer’s his brother
c. to describe about Peter
d. to explain about the writer
14. ”He is fourteen years old …. Than “me”. The underlined word refers to ….
a. Peter c.   the writer’s brother
b. the writer d.   the writer’s family
Text for number 15 – 20
Natural Bridge National Park is luscious tropical rainforest. It is located 110 kilometers
from south of Brisbane and is reached by following the Pacific Highway to Nerang and then by
travelling through the Numinbah Valley. This scenic roadway lies in the shadow of Lamington
National Park.
The phenomenon of the rock formed into a natural ‘arch’ and the cave through which a
waterfall cascades is a short one-kilometer walk below a dense rainforest canopy from the main
picnic area. Swimming is permitted in the rock pools. Night-time visitors to the cave will
discover the unique feature of the glow worms. Picnic areas offers toilets, barbeque, shelter
sheds, water and fireplaces; however, overnight camping is not permitted.
15. The author’s purpose of writing the text above is …..
a. to present two points of views about Natural Bridge National Park
b. to explain the Natural Bridge National Park
c. to retell the Natural Bridge National Park
d. to describe the Natural Bridge National Park
16. “Natural Bridge National Park is luscious tropical rainforest. It is located 110 kilometers
from …..”. The word “it” from the text above is refers to ……
a. Natural Bridge National Park c.  Numinbah Valley
b. Pacific Highway d.  Lamington National Park
17. Where is the natural bridge national park located?
a. 110 kilometers from South of Brisbane
b. 110 kilometers from Pacific Highway
c. 110 kilometers from Numinbah Valley
d. 110 kilometers from Lamington National Park
18. What will the visitors see in the night?
a. a common glow worm
b. the unique feature of the glow worms
c. a great dark cave
d. the fantastic bridge
19. The word of “scenic” in the first paragraph has similar meaning as .…
a. aromatic c.  bad
b. plain d.  beautiful
20. Which of the following statement is NOT TRUE about text above?
a. swimming is permitted in the rock pools
b. Natural Bridge National Park is located 110 kilometers from south of Brisbane
c. overnight camping is permitted in picnic area
d. the Pacific Highway to Nerang shows the scenic roadway
Text for number 21 – 25
Jellyfish are not really fish. They are invertebrate animals. This means that unlike fish or
people, they have no backbones. In fact, they have no bones at all.
Jellyfish have stomachs and mouths, but no heads. They have nervous systems for sensing
the world around them, but no brains. They are made almost entirely of water, which is why you
can look through them.
Some jellyfish can glow in darkness by making their own light. The light is made by
achemical reaction inside the jellyfish. Scientists believe jellyfish glow for several reasons. For
example, they may glow to scare away predators or to attract animals they like to eat.
21. This means that unlike fish or people, they have no backbones.” (1st paragraph)
The word “this” in the sentence means …..
a. jellyfish c.  fish or people
b. invertebrate animals d.  backbones
22. Why jellyfish called invertebrate animals and not really fish?
a. because they have no bones at all
b. because they have stomachs and mouths
c. because they have no head
d. because they have nervous systems
23. Which one creates Jellyfish’s light?
a. white blood c.  chemical reaction inside the jellyfish
b. nervous system d.  salt water
24. What is the text describe about?
a. jellyfish c.  all of invertebrate animal
b. kinds of all fish d.  some kinds of sea animals
25. “Some jellyfish can glow in darkness by making their own light.” (paragraph 3)
The word “glow” in the sentence means …..
a. move c.  appear
b. dark d.  shine
My Classroom
Hi, my name is Imam. I study at the first grade of SMP Al Hadiid Bogor. My school has
six classroom, two laboratories, and two squares. My classroom is beside the square. There are
forty two students, twenty three boys and nineteen girls. The students are sitting on the chairs.
They put their books and pens in the drawer. In my classroom there is a big picture, some
decorations, and also a clock in the wall. My classroom is very simple but very comfortable.
26. Who is the writer on the text?
a. Andi c.  Imam
b. Akbar d.  Hilman
27. What grade is Imam in SMP Al Hadiid?
a. he is in first grade c.  he is in third grade
b. he is in second grade d.  he is in fifth grade
28. Imam’s classroom is … the square.
a. outside c.  inside
b. in front of d.  beside
29. Which of the following is NOT TRUE about the text above?
a. the writer’s name is Imam
b. the classroom is beside the square
c. the classroom is very simple but very comfortable
d. there are 12 boys and 29 girls in the class
30. How many students are there in the class?
a. 14 students c.  40 students
b. 42 students d.  34 students
The Luxury of Bintang Senggigi Hotel in Lombok
Situated among beautiful tropical garden right by the sea, Bintang Senggi Hotel offers a
friendly atmosphere.
The accomodation comprises tastefully furnished air conditioned rooms with bar, bath,
shower, and balcony or patio. For those who prefer extra-privacy, there are some elegant Sasak
style bungalows around the gardens.
Other facilities include three restaurants, a 24-hour coffe shop, a swimming pool, tennis
and badminton courts and shopping arcades. Water sports including windsurfing and sailing, can
be arranged from the beach.
31. What is the text about?
a. Bintang Senggi Hotel c.  Sasak style Bungalow
b. A beautiful tropical garden d.  sport facility
32. Which facilty is not provided in the hotel?
a. a theatre c.  a swimming pool
b. a coffee shop d.  a restaurant
33. “The accomodation comprises tastefully furnished air conditioned room ....” (paragraph 2)
The description tells us that the rooms have the following qualities, EXCEPT. . . .
a. they have good facilities c. they are comfortable
b. they have furniture d. they are cheap
A Giraffe Is A Mammal
It’s about six meters tall. It eats leaves. It has a big brown eyes. They are protected by very
thicklashes. The skin has many spots. The spots are brown. This coloring helps the giraffe from
its enemy. It also has two short horns on its head. The giraffe has two methods of self protection.
If something frightens an adult giraffe, it can gallop away at about fifty kilometer per hour or
stay to fight with its strong legs.
34. What is the colour of the giraffe spot?
a. black c.  brown
b. white d.  green
35. How far does giraffe can gallop in 2 hour?
a. 50 km c. 70 km
b. 60 km d. 100 km
My Blewuk
I have some pets. However my favorite pet is Blewuk. Blewuk is a male cat that I call it
Blewuk because his fur is grey. He is adorable with his soft stripes. He has innocent round eyes
and feeble sweet voice. He always “meow” when he feels hungry. Actually his voice is not
suitable with his giant body. When I come home, he usually gives me a kiss.
Blewuk is a nice playmate. I’m happy to spend my time with him. Most of the time, he is a
good pet. It is almost impossible for me to be angry with him. In the mrning he always wake me
up early. When he wakes up early, he waits quitly quitly by me beside until I wake up.
36. Why the pet called Blewuk?
a. because it has got sweet voice c.  because it is adorable
b. because it is a male cat d.  because of the color of his fur
37. Based on the text we know that …..
a. Blewuk always kisses the writer in the morning
b. every morning, the writer always wakes Blewuk up
c. Blewuk is a big cat
d. Blewuk is a female
38. What does the word “he” in the sentence “……. he usually gives me a kiss”.
a. Blewuk c.  the reader
b. the writer d.  the writer’s friend
39. What does the word “adorable” has the same meaning with?
a. very big c.  popular
b. funny d.  lovely
40. What is the purpose of the text?
a. to entertaint the reader c.  to inform the leader
b. to describe about Blewuk d.  to explain about Blewuk
Kunci Jawaban Soal “Reading Comprehansion” (Try Out)
1. A 21.   B
2. C 22. A
3. A 23. C
4. A 24. A
5. D 25. D
6. C 26. C
7. D 27. A
8. B 28. D
9. B 29. D
10. A 30. B
11. B 31. A
12. A 32. A
13. C 33. D
14. B 34. C
15. D 35. A
16. A 36. D
17. A 37. D
18. B 38. A
19. D 39. D
20. C 40. B
Kunci Jawaban Soal “Reading Comprehension” (Test)
1. A 18.   A
2. C 19. C
3. A 20. A
4. A 21. D
5. D 22. C
6. C 23. A
7. D 24. D
8. B 25.   D
9. B 26. B
10. C 27. A
11. B 28.   A
12. D 29. C
13. A 30. A
14. A 31.   C
15. B 32.   A
16. D 33.   D
17. B
Appendix 4
Distribusi Nilai rtabel Signifikansi 5% dan 1%
N The Level of Significance N The Level of Significance5% 1% 5% 1%
3 0.997 0.999 38 0.320 0.413
4 0.950 0.990 39 0.316 0.408
5 0.878 0.959 40 0.312 0.403
6 0.811 0.917 41 0.308 0.398
7 0.754 0.874 42 0.304 0.393
8 0.707 0.834 43 0.301 0.389
9 0.666 0.798 44 0.297 0.384
10 0.632 0.765 45 0.294 0.380
11 0.602 0.735 46 0.291 0.376
12 0.576 0.708 47 0.288 0.372
13 0.553 0.684 48 0.284 0.368
14 0.532 0.661 49 0.281 0.364
15 0.514 0.641 50 0.279 0.361
16 0.497 0.623 55 0.266 0.345
17 0.482 0.606 60 0.254 0.330
18 0.468 0.590 65 0.244 0.317
19 0.456 0.575 70 0.235 0.306
20 0.444 0.561 75 0.227 0.296
21 0.433 0.549 80 0.220 0.286
22 0.432 0.537 85 0.213 0.278
23 0.413 0.526 90 0.207 0.267
24 0.404 0.515 95 0.202 0.263
25 0.396 0.505 100 0.195 0.256
26 0.388 0.496 125 0.176 0.230
27 0.381 0.487 150 0.159 0.210
28 0.374 0.478 175 0.148 0.194
29 0.367 0.470 200 0.138 0.181
30 0.361 0.463 300 0.113 0.148
31 0.355 0.456 400 0.098 0.128
32 0.349 0.449 500 0.088 0.115
33 0.344 0.442 600 0.080 0.105
34 0.339 0.436 700 0.074 0.097
35 0.334 0.430 800 0.070 0.091
36 0.329 0.424 900 0.065 0.086
37 0.325 0.418 1000 0.062 0.081
Appendix 2
The List of Students Joining the Test (VIII G)
No NIS Nama Siswa
1 4493 Arifin Ilham
2 4494 Aswati Istikomah
3 4495 Auliya Rosyida
4 4496 Azhar Budi Santosa
5 4531 Alfiah Miftakhul Jannah
6 4497 Bagas Adi Setiawan
7 4498 Chalsiana Miftahul Janah
8 4499 Diah Astri Ruly Apriliana
9 4500 Dibtama Molyo Buwono
10 4501 Diyah Wahyuningsih
11 4502 Faiqotul Hanifah
12 4503 Fajar Dwi Indah Setiawan
13 4505 Ilham Ardiansayah Saputra
14 4506 Indriyani
15 4507 Khusnul Chotimah Muktiati
16 4508 Luthfi Mar’atush Sholihah
17 4509 Marwa Affida Nur Assani
18 4510 Muhammad Budiadi
19 4511 Muhammad Mufid Muhtar
20 4512 Muhammad Naji Zamzami
21 4513 Mukadimah Cinta Khatulistiwa
22 4560 Muhammmad Hafid Al Karim
23 4514 Nadya Putri Utami
24 4515 Ninik Diyah Ayu Kurniawati
25 4516 Nur Siah Narurita Rahmawati
26 4517 Pandu Dewanata
27 4518 Prasasti Rahersita Damayanti
28 4519 Pratika Avi Theresiana
29 4520 Rohmat Isamil Sholeh
30 4521 Salwa Salsabila
31 4522 Silvi Anggraini
32 4523 Siti Nur Halizah
33 4524 Ulfi Masururoh
34 4525 Vicky Saputra Bajuri
35 4526 Walidatul Kamilia Anhar
36 4527 Yusuf Efendi
37 4528 Yuyun Puspitasari
38 4529 Zahra Hanindhiya Aida Khana
39 4556 Tsana ‘Amatullah
The Questionnaire of Students’ Reading Interest on English Text
Isilah pernyataan/pertanyaan si bawah ini dengan tanda (X) dengan benar dan tepat.
1. Dengan membaca teks berbahasa Inggris saya merasa kemampuan akademik saya semakin
bertambah.
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
2. Saya akan berusaha mencari arti sebuah kata/kalimat berbahasa Inggris bagaimanapun
caranya.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
3. Ketika membaca teks berbahasa Inggris saya hanya membacanya dan tanpa memahami apa
artinya dalam Bahasa Indonesia.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
4. Saya kurang menyukai pelajaran bahasa Inggris khususnya materi tentang reading?
a. Sangat setuju e.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju d.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
5. Bahasa Inggris adalah pelajaran yang sangat penting untuk dipelajari.
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
6. Berlama-lama membaca dan memahami bacaan berbahasa Inggris terlalu membuang-buang
waktu saya.
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
7. Bagaimana perasaan anda ketika berkunjung ke toko buku
a. Sangat senang d.  Tidak Senang
b. Senang e.  Sangat tidak senang
c. Biasa saja
8. Saya membaca terlebih dahulu buku Bahasa Inggris/LKS sebelum dibahas dikelas oleh guru
Bahasa Inggris.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
9. Saya berusaha meningatkan kemampuan dalam memahami bacaan berbahasa Inggris.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
10. Saya memperhatikan guru ketika menerangkan isi teks bacaan berbahasa Inggris.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
11. Saya  merasa puas jika megetahui informasi dalam teks berbahasa Inggris
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
12. Ketika di rumah saya membaca ulang materi pelajaran yang sudah diterangan oleh guru
Bahasa Inggris agar tidak lupa.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
13. Saya bersedia membaca dan menartikan bacaan berbahasa Inggris di depan kelas bila
ditunjuk oleh guru saya.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
14. Saya mudah memahami pelajaran Bahasa Inggris utamanya materi reading.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
15. Saya lebih memilih melakukan hal lain daripada membaca bacaan berbahasa Inggris.
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
16. Ketika menemukan kata-kata baru berbahasa inggris saya menulis artinya dalam bahasa
Indonesia agar tidak lupa.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
17. Saya membaca buku penunjang Bahasa Inggris walaupun tidak ada tugas dari guru saya.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
18. Dalam membaca dan memahami bacaan berbahasa Inggris dibutuhkan konsentrasi khusus.
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
19. Pada waktu pelajaran Bahasa Inggris saya menanyakan kata/kalimat berbahasa Inggris yang
belum saya mengerti pada guru Bahasa Inggris.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
20. Saya menggunakan jam kosong pelajaran untuk membaca walau tidak ditugaskan.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e. Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
21. Apakah anda mencoba mendapatkan kata-kata baru dalam Bahasa Inggris untuk
meningkatkan kemampuan?
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
22. Saya kurang suka membaca bacaan berbahasa Inggris
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
23. Saya sering ke perpustakaan untuk mencari buku penunjang pelajaran Bahasa Inggris.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
24. Saya tidak berkonsenterasi jika teks bacaan berbahasa Inggris terlalu banyak dan kalimatnya
sulit untuk dipahami.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
25. Saya akan tertinggal oleh teman-teman saya jika tidak pernah/jarang mempelajari pelajaran
Bahasa Inggris utamanya dalam memahami kata/kalimat Berbahasa Inggris.
a. Sangat setuju d.  Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e.  Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
26. Saya mem-fokuskan diri ketika sedang mambaca dan memahami teks berbahasa Inggris.
a. Selalu d.  Jarang
b. Sering e.  Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
27. Membaca adalah jendela dunia.
a. Sangat setuju d. Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e. Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
28. Daripada menulis, mendengar, dan berbicara dalam Bahasa Inggris, saya lebih memilih
membaca teks berbahasa Ingggris.
a. Sangat setuju d. Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e. Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
29. Saya membaca seluruh kalimat dalam teks berbahasa Inggris jika ada ujian/ulangan
reading.
a. Selalu d. Jarang
b. Sering e. Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
30. Tanpa diminta oleh siapapun saya menyempatkan diri untuk membaca buku.
a. Selalu d. Jarang
b. Sering e. Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
31. Saya berusaha menambah pengetahuan kosa kata Bahasa Inggris saya dengan membaca
teks-teks berbahasa Inggris.
a. Selalu d. Jarang
b. Sering e. Tidak pernah
c. Kadang-kadang
32. Membaca teks berbahasa Inggris yang tidak saya tahu artinya adalah hal yang sia-sia.
a. Sangat setuju d. Tidak setuju
b. Setuju e. Sangat tidak setuju
c. Biasa saja
The Test of Students’ Vocabulary Mastery
Choose the correct answer by crossing (X) the correct answer (a,b,c, or d)
1. Doni wakes up at a half past six. The meaning of wake up is ….
a. Dibangunkan c.   Mandi
b. Bangun d.   Membangunkan
2. The train will arrive at 2.30 PM. The synonym of the underlined word is .…
a. Back c.   Goes
b. Come d.   Go
3. The sun shine is so bright. The antonyme of the underlined word is ….
a. Glow c.   Dark
b. Light d.   Dull
4. It is animal, like a bird. It is black and white. It is fat. It lives in the North Pole. Who is it?
a. Horse c.   Zebra
b. Penguin d.   Tiger
5. The hat is too big for me. The meaning of underlined word is ….
a. Sarung tangan c.   Dasi
b. Kaos kaki d.   Topi
6. My mother has a young brother, his name is Alex. He is my ….
a. Nephew c.   Uncle
b. Niece d.   Grandfather
7. I have a nephew, he is very cute. The meaning of “nephew” is .…
a. Keponakan laki-laki c.   Paman
b. Bibi d.   Keponakan perempuan
8. The child was craying when their parents angry.
The word underlined above has the closest meaning as ….
a. Sad c.   Happy
b. Exciting d.   Interesting
9. My sister`s chlotes are always clean and neat. The antonym of “neat” is ....
a. Dirty c. Tidy
b. Untidy d. Nice
10. The prince comes to the his kingdom. Apa arti kata “prince” menurut Bahasa Indonesia?
a. Pangeran d.   Jenderal
b. Puteri e.   Ratu
11. This bag is cheap. The antonym of “cheap” is …
a. Expensive c.   Inexpensive
b. Good d.   Rich
12. Andy has a friend. She helps the doctor in the hospital and takes care of patient. What does
she do?
a. She is a nurse c.   She is a receptionist
b. She is a doctor d.   She is a stewardess
13. My mother and my old sister go to the market ….. buy some foods to get dinner.
a. We c.   She
b. They d.   Her
14. My aunt is a tailor, he makes a cloath, shirt, coat, etc.
The meaning of the underlined word is ….
a. Penjahit c.   Tentara
b. Pelaut d.   Koki
15. Nanda has a brother. He is very cleaver. The synonym of the underlined word is …
a. Naughty c. Handsome
b. Smart d.   Diligent
16. My classroom is narrow. The antonym of the underlined word is …
a. Wide c.   Limited
b. Little d.   Small
17. My uncle works on the garage, he was repairing the damaged motorcycle and some engines.
What does he do?
a. He is a mechanic c. He is a carpenter
b. He is an assembler d.   He is a constructor
18. Your wallet is empty. The meaning of the underlined word is …
a. Saku c.   Rak meja
b. Tas d.   Dompet
19. My body is big, people calls me the smart animal because I have the big brain. I have four
feet, and a trunk. I love to eat vegetables, such as peanut. Who am I?
a. Girraffe c.   Hippotamus
b. Crocodile d.   Elepant
20. What is the antonym of word “enter”?
a. change c.  exit
b. came d.  make
21. This exercise was too ….. for me. I got score 100.
a. difficult c.  expensive
b. easy d.  high
22. He is a diligent boy. The antonym of underlined word is …...
a. stupid c.  lazy
b. smart d.  crazy
23. The word of “produce” has the same meaning as ……
a. creat c.  play
b. broke d.  talk
24. The clown is so funny. He makes all kids laugh and happy. Apa arti kata “clown” menurut
Bahasa Indonesia?
a. penyanyi c.  badut
b. pengacara d.  pesulap
25. This kind of animal can produce milk for many people. What is this animal?
a. cow c.  chiken
b. rabbit d.  cat
26. I am so hungry, so I prepare a meal.
The meaning of underlined word is ……
a. memakan c.  membeli
b. membawa d.  menyiapkan
27. The carpet is ….. . I want to clean it.
a. large c.  shiny
b. dirty d.  soft
28. The gardener ….. the grass every Monday and Thursday.
a. cuts c.  plans
b. trains d.  comes
29. I can’t hear anything since my ….. are sick.
a. eyes c.  ears
b. nose d.  mouth
30. My mother always .… some food for my breakfast every morning.
a. cook c.  cooks
b. cooking d.  cooked
31. What is the synonym of the word “beautiful”?
a. handsome c.  fine
b. ugly d.  pretty
32. I am …….  English course now.
a. learns c.  learning
b. is learn d.  is learning
The Test of Students’ Reading Comprehension on Descriptive Text
Choose the correct answer by crossing (X) the correct answer (a,b,c, or d)
Text for number 1 – 4
My name is Nuri. I have a hamster. It is small and cute. I call it "Kao". My grandfather
gave it last week. Kao has three different colors, they are white, brown, and black. Kao's ears are
small. It always squeaks in the time I come to close its cage. I feed it every morning. Kao likes
to eat some leaves and grass. I take the grass from the field near my house. Kao looks happy
eating the grass. I really love Kao.
1. What does the text tell us about?
a. Nuri's hamster c.  a small hamster
b. a cute hamster d. funny hamster
2. Who gave Nuri a hamster?
a. her father c.  her grandfather
b. her mother d.  her uncle
3. Does Kao eating grass?
a. Yes, it does c.  No, it doesn't
b. Yes, it is d.  No, it isn't
4. "Kao looks happy eating the grass."
The similar meaning (persamaan) of the underlined word is .....
a. glad c.  kind
b. patient d.  friendly
Text for number 5 - 7
I have a pet. It is a dog and I call it Dolgy. Dolgy is a Chinese breed. It is small, fluffy, and
cute. It has got thick black fur. When I cuddle it, the fur feels soft. Dolgy does not like bones.
Every day it eats soft food like steamed rice, fish, or bread. Every morning I give him milk and
bread. When I am at school, Dolgy plays with my rabbit. They get along well, and never fight
maybe because Dolgy does not bark a lot. It treats the other animals in our house gently, and it
never eats shoes. Dolgy is reallt sweet and friendly animal.
5. The author’s purpose of writing the text above is …..
a. to inform a particular animal
b. to share an amusing incident with others
c. to present two poins of view about an issue
d. to describe about the beauty of Dolgy
6. “Dolgy plays with my rabbit. They get along well, and never fight ..…”
The underlined word above refers to …..
a. milk and bread c.  Dolgy and the rabbit
b. the author and Dolgy d.  the author and the rabbit
7. Whom Dolgy plays with when the writer goes to school?
a. the writer’s mother c.  the writer’s other dog
b. the writer’s cat d.  the writer’s rabbit
Text for number 8 – 11
Peter is the youngest in our family. He is fourteen years old and four years younger than
me. He has long, straight hair, bright eyes and a friendly smile. Sometimes he is rather naughty
at home, but he usually does what he is asked to do. Peter is interested in sports very much, and
at school, he plays football and tennis. He is the best badminton player in our family.
8. How old is Peter? He is …. years old.
a. four c.   fourty
b. fourteen d.   ten
9. Which of the following statement is NOT TRUE about Peter?
a. he has long and straight hair c.   he is interested in sports
b. he is youngest at the school d.   he plays football and tennis
10. What is the function of the text above?
a. to persuade readers about Peter
b. to retell the writer’s his brother
c. to describe about Peter
d. to explain about the writer
11. ”He is fourteen years old …. Than “me”. The underlined word refers to ….
a. Peter c.   the writer’s brother
b. the writer d.   the writer’s family
Text for number 12 – 16
Natural Bridge National Park is luscious tropical rainforest. It is located 110 kilometers
from south of Brisbane and is reached by following the Pacific Highway to Nerang and then by
travelling through the Numinbah Valley. This scenic roadway lies in the shadow of Lamington
National Park.
The phenomenon of the rock formed into a natural ‘arch’ and the cave through which a
waterfall cascades is a short one-kilometer walk below a dense rainforest canopy from the main
picnic area. Swimming is permitted in the rock pools. Night-time visitors to the cave will
discover the unique feature of the glow worms. Picnic areas offers toilets, barbeque, shelter
sheds, water and fireplaces; however, overnight camping is not permitted.
12. The author’s purpose of writing the text above is …..
a. to present two points of views about Natural Bridge National Park
b. to explain the Natural Bridge National Park
c. to retell the Natural Bridge National Park
d. to describe the Natural Bridge National Park
13. “Natural Bridge National Park is luscious tropical rainforest. It is located 110 kilometers
from …..”
The word “it” from the text above is refers to ……
a. Natural Bridge National Park c.  Numinbah Valley
b. Pacific Highway d.  Lamington National Park
14. Where is the natural bridge national park located?
a. 110 kilometers from South of Brisbane
b. 110 kilometers from Pacific Highway
c. 110 kilometers from Numinbah Valley
d. 110 kilometers from Lamington National Park
15. What will the visitors see in the night?
a. a common glow worm
b. the unique feature of the glow worms
c. a great dark cave
d. the fantastic bridge
16. The word of “scenic” in the first paragraph has similar meaning as .…
a. aromatic c.  bad
b. plain d.  beautiful
Text for number 17 – 21
Jellyfish are not really fish. They are invertebrate animals. This means that unlike fish or
people, they have no backbones. In fact, they have no bones at all.
Jellyfish have stomachs and mouths, but no heads. They have nervous systems for sensing
the world around them, but no brains. They are made almost entirely of water, which is why you
can look through them.
Some jellyfish can glow in darkness by making their own light. The light is made by
achemical reaction inside the jellyfish. Scientists believe jellyfish glow for several reasons. For
example, they may glow to scare away predators or to attract animals they like to eat.
17. This means that unlike fish or people, they have no backbones.” (1st paragraph)
The word “this” in the sentence means …..
a. jellyfish c.  fish or people
b. invertebrate animals d.  backbones
18. Why jellyfish called invertebrate animals and not really fish?
a. because they have no bones at all
b. because they have stomachs and mouths
c. because they have no head
d. because they have nervous systems
19. Which one creates Jellyfish’s light?
a. white blood c.  chemical reaction inside the jellyfish
b. nervous system d.  salt water
20. What is the text describe about?
a. jellyfish c.  all of invertebrate animal
b. kinds of all fish d. some kinds of sea animals
21. “Some jellyfish can glow in darkness by making their own light.” (paragraph 3)
The word “glow” in the sentence means …..
a. move c.  appear
b. dark d.  shine
My Classroom
Hi, my name is Imam. I study at the first grade of SMP Al Hadiid Bogor. My school has
six classroom, two laboratories, and two squares. My classroom is beside the square. There are
forty two students, twenty three boys and nineteen girls. The students are sitting on the chairs.
They put their books and pens in the drawer. In my classroom there is a big picture, some
decorations, and also a clock in the wall. My classroom is very simple but very comfortable.
22. Who is the writer on the text?
a. Andi c.  Imam
b. Akbar d.  Hilman
23. What grade is Imam in SMP Al Hadiid?
a. he is in first grade c.  he is in third grade
b. he is in second grade d.  he is in fifth grade
24. Imam’s classroom is … the square.
a. outside c.  inside
b. in front of d.  beside
25. Which of the following is NOT TRUE about the text above?
a. the writer’s name is Imam
b. the classroom is beside the square
c. the classroom is very simple but very comfortable
d. there are 12 boys and 29 girls in the class
26. How many students are there in the class?
a. 14 students c.  40 students
b. 42 students d.  34 students
The Luxury of Bintang Senggigi Hotel in Lombok
Situated among beautiful tropical garden right by the sea, Bintang Senggi Hotel offers a
friendly atmosphere.
The accomodation comprises tastefully furnished air conditioned rooms with bar, bath,
shower, and balcony or patio. For those who prefer extra-privacy, there are some elegant Sasak
style bungalows around the gardens.
Other facilities include three restaurants, a 24-hour coffe shop, a swimming pool, tennis
and badminton courts and shopping arcades. Water sports including windsurfing and sailing, can
be arranged from the beach.
27. What is the text about?
a. Bintang Senggi Hotel c.  Sasak style Bungalow
b. A beautiful tropical garden d.  sport facility
28. Which facilty is not provided in the hotel?
a. a theatre c.  a swimming pool
b. a coffee shop d.  a restaurant
A Giraffe Is A Mammal
It’s about six meters tall. It eats leaves. It has a big brown eyes. They are protected by very
thicklashes. The skin has many spots. The spots are brown. This coloring helps the giraffe from
its enemy. It also has two short horns on its head. The giraffe has two methods of self protection.
If something frightens an adult giraffe, it can gallop away at about fifty kilometer per hour or
stay to fight with its strong legs.
29. What is the colour of the giraffe spot?
a. black c.  brown
b. white d.  green
30. How far does giraffe can gallop in 2 hour?
a. 50 km c. 70 km
b. 60 km d. 100 km
My Blewuk
I have some pets. However my favorite pet is Blewuk. Blewuk is a male cat that I call it
Blewuk because his fur is grey. He is adorable with his soft stripes. He has innocent round eyes
and feeble sweet voice. He always “meow” when he feels hungry. Actually his voice is not
suitable with his giant body. When I come home, he usually gives me a kiss.
Blewuk is a nice playmate. I’m happy to spend my time with him. Most of the time, he is a
good pet. It is almost impossible for me to be angry with him. In the mrning he always wake me
up early. When he wakes up early, he waits quitly quitly by me beside until I wake up.
31. Based on the text we know that …..
a. Blewuk always kisses the writer in the morning
b. every morning, the writer always wakes Blewuk up
c. Blewuk is a big cat
d. Blewuk is a female
32. What does the word “he” in the sentence “……. he usually gives me a kiss”.
a. Blewuk c.  the reader
b. the writer d.  the writer’s friend
33. What does the word “adorable” has the same meaning with?
a. very big c.  popular
b. funny d.  lovely
N X1 X2 Y X12 X22 Y2 X1.Y X2.Y X1.X2
1 90 60 53 8100 3600 2809 4770 3180 5400
2 96 68 73 9216 4624 5329 7008 4964 6528
3 117 70 83 13689 4900 6889 9711 5810 8190
4 98 60 65 9604 3600 4225 6370 3900 5880
5 100 70 70 10000 4900 4900 7000 4900 7000
6 94 68 55 8836 4624 3025 5170 3740 6392
7 126 78 85 15876 6084 7225 10710 6630 9828
8 107 65 75 11449 4225 5625 8025 4875 6955
9 94 60 65 8836 3600 4225 6110 3900 5640
10 118 70 80 13924 4900 6400 9440 5600 8260
11 101 63 73 10201 3969 5329 7373 4599 6363
12 99 63 63 9801 3969 3969 6237 3969 6237
13 113 73 70 12769 5329 4900 7910 5110 8249
14 110 68 80 12100 4624 6400 8800 5440 7480
15 118 78 85 13924 6084 7225 10030 6630 9204
16 100 65 65 10000 4225 4225 6500 4225 6500
17 113 68 78 12769 4624 6084 8814 5304 7684
18 115 68 80 13225 4624 6400 9200 5440 7820
19 110 65 78 12100 4225 6084 8580 5070 7150
20 108 65 78 11664 4225 6084 8424 5070 7020
21 120 73 80 14400 5329 6400 9600 5840 8760
22 93 65 60 8649 4225 3600 5580 3900 6045
23 118 70 83 13924 4900 6889 9794 5810 8260
24 107 68 73 11449 4624 5329 7811 4964 7276
25 108 73 75 11664 5329 5625 8100 5475 7884
26 110 70 80 12100 4900 6400 8800 5600 7700
27 109 68 80 11881 4624 6400 8720 5440 7412
28 112 73 83 12544 5329 6889 9296 6059 8176
29 109 70 83 11881 4900 6889 9047 5810 7630
30 104 70 75 10816 4900 5625 7800 5250 7280
31 115 73 80 13225 5329 6400 9200 5840 8395
32 131 93 90 17161 8649 8100 11790 8370 12183
33 97 63 68 9409 3969 4624 6596 4284 6111
34 110 75 75 12100 5625 5625 8250 5625 8250
35 112 68 75 12544 4624 5625 8400 5100 7616
36 89 55 50 7921 3025 2500 4450 2750 4895
37 125 75 85 15625 5625 7225 10625 6375 9375
38 119 80 85 14161 6400 7225 10115 6800 9520
39 102 68 68 10404 4624 4624 6936 4624 6936
4217 2695 2902
45994
1
18788
5
21934
6
31709
2
20227
2
29348
4
DATA DESKRIPTIF (MEAN, MEDIAN, MODE, STANDAR DEVIASI)
A. Batas Kelas
Rumus : 1 + 3,3 Log.N
: 1 + 3,3 (1,59) = 6,25 dibulatkan menjadi 6
B. MENGHITUNG KELAS INTERVAL
Rumus:
Skor max – skor min
Kelas interval =
Batas kelas
1. READING INTEREST IN ENGLISH TEXT (X1)
7,6
25,6
89131  dibulatkan 7
Interval skor Titik
tengah
f % Kumulatif
89 – 96 92,5 6 15,4 15,4
97 – 104 100,5 8 20,5 35,9
105 – 112 108,2 12 30,8 66,7
113 – 120 116,5 10 25,6 92,3
121 – 128 124,5 2 5,1 97,4
129 – 136 132,5 1 2,6 100
39 100
a. Mean
13,108
39
42171
1  N
X
X
b. Median
Interval skor f fka fkb
89 – 96 6 6 39
97 – 104 8 14 33
105 – 112 12 26 25
113 – 120 10 36 13
121 – 128 2 38 3
129 – 136 1 39 1
39
Rumus:
  
ixf
fkn
umedian
i
a 2/
Interval yg diperoleh = 105 – 112
fi = 12
fka = 14
interval = 7
u = 112 + 0,5 = 112,5
   3,1097
12
142/395,112  xmedian
c. Modus
Skor frekuensi
89
90
93
94
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
104
107
108
109
110
112
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
4
2
113
115
117
118
119
120
125
126
131
2
2
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
39



 ba
a
ff
f
umo
Skor terbanyak = 110
fa = 4 – 2 = 2
fb = 4 – 2 = 2
u = 110 – 0,5 = 109,5
5,110
22
45,109 


mo dibulatkan 110
d. Standar deviasi
Rumus:
 
1
2
2




n
n
fxfx
sd
 
139
39
4217459941
2


sd
38
6,455976459941sd
21,1033,104
38
4,3964 sd
2. VOCABULARY MASTERY (X2)
08,6
25,6
5593  dibulatkan 6
Interval skor Titik
tengah
f % Kumulatif
55 – 61 58 4 10,3 10,3
62 – 68 65 17 43,6 53,8
69 – 75 72 14 35,9 89,7
76 – 82 79 3 7,7 97,4
83 – 89 86 - - -
90 – 96 93 1 2,5 100
39 100
a. Mean
1,69
39
26952
2  N
X
X
b. Median
Interval skor F fka fkb
55 – 61 4 4 39
62 – 68 17 21 35
69 – 75 14 35 18
76 – 82 3 38 4
83 – 89 - - -
90 – 96 1 39 1
39
Rumus:
  
ixf
fkn
umedian
i
a 2/
Interval yg diperoleh = 62 – 68
fi = 17
fka = 4
interval = 6
u =68 + 0,5 = 68,5
   03,636
17
42/395,68  xmedian
c. Modus
Skor Frekuensi
55
60
63
65
68
70
73
75
78
80
93
1
3
3
5
9
7
5
2
2
1
1
39



 ba
a
ff
f
umo
Skor terbanyak = 68
fa = 9 –5 = 4
fb = 9 – 7 = 2
u = 68 – 0,5 = 67,5
2,68
24
45,67 


mo dibulatkan 68
d. Standar deviasi
Rumus:
 
1
2
2




n
n
fxfx
sd
 
139
39
2695187885
2


sd
38
4,186231187885sd
59,652,43
38
6,1653 sd
3. READING COMPREHENSION (Y)
4,6
25,6
5090  dibulatkan 6
Interval skor Titik
tengah
f % Kumulatif
50 – 56 53 3 7,7 7,7
57 – 63 60 2 5,1 12,8
64 – 70 67 7 17,9 30,8
71 – 77 74 8 20,5 51,3
78 – 84 81 14 36,0 87,2
85 – 91 88 5 12,8 100
39 100
a. Mean
41,74
39
2902  
N
Y
Y
b. Median
Interval skor F fka fkb
50 – 56 3 3 39
57 – 63 2 5 36
64 – 70 7 12 34
71 – 77 8 20 27
78 – 84 14 34 19
85 – 91 5 39 5
39
Rumus:
  
ixf
fkn
umedian
i
a 2/
Interval yg diperoleh = 78 – 84
fi = 14
fka = 20
interval = 6
u = 84 + 0,5 = 84,5
   71,846
14
202/395,84  xmedian
c. Modus
Skor frekuensi
50 1
53 1
55 1
60 1
63 1
65 3
68 2
70 2
73 3
75 5
78 3
80 7
83 4
85 4
90 1
39



 ba
a
ff
f
umo
Skor terbanyak = 80
fa = 7 – 3 = 4
fb = 7 – 4 = 3
u = 80 – 0,5 = 79,5
1,80
34
45,79 


mo dibulatkan 80
d. Standar deviasi
Rumus:
 
1
2
2




n
n
fxfx
sd
 
139
39
2902219346
2


sd
47,967,89
38
4,3407 sd
38
6,215938219346sd
NORMALITY TEST  (LILIEFORS):
READING INTEREST IN ENGLISH TEXT (X1)
x1 F z f(z) s(z) |f(z)-s(z)|
1 89 1 -1,87365 0,03049 0,02564 0,004848
2 90 1 -1,77571 0,03789 0,05128 0,013392
3 93 1 -1,48188 0,06919 0,07692 0,007737
4 94 2 -1,38394 0,08319 0,12821 0,045016
5 96 1 -1,18805 0,11741 0,15385 0,036439
6 97 1 -1,09011 0,13783 0,17949 0,041654
7 98 1 -0,99216 0,16056 0,20513 0,04457
8 99 1 -0,89422 0,1856 0,23077 0,045167
9 100 2 -0,79628 0,21294 0,28205 0,069116
10 101 1 -0,69833 0,24248 0,30769 0,065208
11 102 1 -0,60039 0,27412 0,33333 0,059211
12 104 1 -0,40451 0,34292 0,35897 0,016054
13 107 2 -0,11068 0,45594 0,41026 0,04568
14 108 2 -0,01273 0,49492 0,46154 0,033382
15 109 2 0,085211 0,53395 0,51282 0,021132
16 110 4 0,183154 0,57266 0,61538 0,042723
17 112 2 0,37904 0,64767 0,66667 0,018996
18 113 2 0,476983 0,68331 0,71795 0,034636
19 115 2 0,67287 0,74948 0,76923 0,019746
20 117 1 0,868756 0,80751 0,79487 0,012638
21 118 3 0,966699 0,83315 0,87179 0,038642
22 119 1 1,064643 0,85648 0,89744 0,040955
23 120 1 1,162586 0,8775 0,92308 0,045576
24 125 1 1,652302 0,95076 0,94872 0,002046
25 126 1 1,750245 0,95996 0,97436 0,014397
26 131 1 2,239961 0,98745 1 0,012547
39
MEAN 108,13
SD 10,21
Kesimpulan:
Lv = 0,069
142,0
24,6
886,0
39
886,0886,0 
n
Lt
0,069 < 0,142
Lv < Lt maka data berdistribusi normal
LINEARITY TEST (X1 – Y)
a. Menghitung b
   
 22 



XXN
YXXYN
b
  83,0154610
128854
1778308917937699
1223773412366588
17783089459941*39
)2902)(4217(317092*39 

b
b. Menghitung a
  3,1575,8941,7413,108*83,041,74  xbya
c. Menghitung Jk(a); Jk(b,a)
 
6,215938
39
8421604
2
 
N
Y
JK a
 
  





    N
YX
XYbJK ab /
 
     2,27421,31378831709283,0
39
2902421731709283,0/ 


 abJK
d. Menghitung Jk(E)
 






  N
Y
YJK E
2
2
  4,34076,215938219346
39
2902219346
2




 EJK
e. Menghitung Jk(res)
  aabres JkJkYJK )/(2
2,6656,2159382,2742219346 resJK
f. Menghitung Jk(TC)
EresTC JkJkJK 
2,27424,34072,665 TCJK
g. Menghitung S2TC
  3,114
226
2,2742
2
2 
 k
TCJkTCS
h. Menghitung S2e
  1,262
2639
4,34072  kN
EJk
eS
i. Menghitung Fh
436,0
1,262
3,114
2
2

eS
TCSFh
j. Menghitung Ft
Rumus : df1 = k – 1; df2 = n – k
: df1 = 2 – 1 = 1 ; df2 = 39 – 2 = 37
Ftabel = (0,05; 1; 37) = 4,105
KESIMPULAN:
Berdasarkan perhitungan di atas diketahui hasil uji linearitas hubungan antara
variabel reading interest in English text (X1) dengan reading comprehension (Y)
diperoleh nilai Fhitung = 0,436 lebih kecil dari nilai Ftabel = 4,105. Hal ini berarti bahwa
antara reading interest in English text dengan reading comprehension mempunyai
hubungan yang linear.
LINEARITY TEST (X2 – Y)
a. Menghitung b
   
 22 



XXN
YXXYN
b
  05,164490
67718
72630257327515
78208907888608
7263025187885*39
)2902)(2695(202272*39 

b
b. Menghitung a
  85,156,7241,741,69*05,141,74  xbya
c. Menghitung Jk(a); Jk(b,a)
 
6,215938
39
8421604
2
 
N
Y
JK a
 
  





    N
YX
XYbJK ab /
 
     2,18236,20053520227205,1
39
2902269520227205,1/ 


 abJK
d. Menghitung Jk(E)
 






  N
Y
YJK E
2
2
  4,34076,215938219346
39
2902219346
2




 EJK
e. Menghitung Jk(res)
  aabres JkJkYJK )/(2
2,15846,2159382,1823219346 resJK
f. Menghitung Jk(TC)
EresTC JkJkJK 
2,18234,34072,1584 TCJK
g. Menghitung S2TC
  6,202
211
2,1823
2
2 
 k
TCJkTCS
h. Menghitung S2e
  7,121
1139
4,34072  kN
EJk
eS
i. Menghitung Fh
665,1
7,121
6,202
2
2

eS
TCSFh
j. Menghitung Ft
Rumus : df1 = k – 1; df2 = n – k
: df1 = 2 – 1 = 1 ; df2 = 39 – 2 = 37
Ftabel = (0,05; 1; 37) = 4,105
KESIMPULAN:
Berdasarkan perhitungan di atas diketahui hasil uji linearitas hubungan antara
variabel vocabulary mastery (X2) dengan reading comprehension (Y) diperoleh nilai
Fhitung = 1,665 lebih kecil dari nilai Ftabel = 4,105. Hal ini berarti bahwa antara
vocabulary mastery dengan reading comprehension mempunyai hubungan yang
linear.
NORMALITY TEST  (LILIEFORS):
VOCABULARY MASTERY (X2)
x2 F z f(z) s(z) |f(z)-s(z)|
1 55 1 -2,139605 0,0161933 0,025641 0,009448
2 60 3 -1,38088 0,0836579 0,102564 0,018906
3 63 3 -0,925645 0,1773153 0,179487 0,002172
4 65 5 -0,622155 0,26692 0,307692 0,040772
5 68 9 -0,16692 0,4337167 0,538462 0,104745
6 70 7 0,136571 0,5543149 0,717949 0,136338
7 73 5 0,591806 0,7230097 0,846154 0,123144
8 75 2 0,895296 0,8146855 0,897436 0,08275
9 78 2 1,350531 0,9115772 0,948718 0,037141
10 80 1 1,654021 0,9509384 0,974359 0,023421
11 93 1 3,626707 0,9998565 1 0,000144
39
MEAN 69,1
SD 6,59
Kesimpulan:
Lv = 0,136
142,0
24,6
886,0
39
886,0886,0 
n
Lt
0,136 < 0,142
Lv < Lt maka data berdistribusi normal
NORMALITY TEST  (LILIEFORS):
READING COMPREHENSION (Y)
y F z f(z) s(z) |f(z)-s(z)|
1 50 1 -2,5776135 0,004974 0,02564 0,020667
2 53 1 -2,2608237 0,011885 0,05128 0,039397
3 55 1 -2,0496304 0,0202 0,07692 0,056723
4 60 1 -1,5216473 0,064049 0,10256 0,038515
5 63 1 -1,2048574 0,114129 0,12821 0,014076
6 65 3 -0,9936642 0,160193 0,20513 0,044935
7 68 2 -0,6768743 0,249243 0,25641 0,007167
8 70 2 -0,4656811 0,320722 0,30769 0,01303
9 73 3 -0,1488912 0,44082 0,38462 0,056204
10 75 5 0,06230201 0,524839 0,51282 0,012018
11 78 3 0,37909187 0,64769 0,58974 0,057947
12 80 7 0,59028511 0,7225 0,76923 0,046731
13 83 4 0,90707497 0,817816 0,87179 0,053978
14 85 4 1,11826822 0,868274 0,97436 0,106085
15 90 1 1,64625132 0,950144 1 0,049856
39
MEAN 74,41
SD 9,47
Kesimpulan:
Lv = 0,106
142,0
24,6
886,0
39
886,0886,0 
n
Lt
0,106 < 0,142
Lv < Lt maka data berdistribusi normal
Korelasi antara reading interest in English text (X1) dengan reading comprehension (Y)
N X1 Y X12 Y2 X1.Y
1 90 53 8100 2809 4770
2 96 73 9216 5329 7008
3 117 83 13689 6889 9711
4 98 65 9604 4225 6370
5 100 70 10000 4900 7000
6 94 55 8836 3025 5170
7 126 85 15876 7225 10710
8 107 75 11449 5625 8025
9 94 65 8836 4225 6110
10 118 80 13924 6400 9440
11 101 73 10201 5329 7373
12 99 63 9801 3969 6237
13 113 70 12769 4900 7910
14 110 80 12100 6400 8800
15 118 85 13924 7225 10030
16 100 65 10000 4225 6500
17 113 78 12769 6084 8814
18 115 80 13225 6400 9200
19 110 78 12100 6084 8580
20 108 78 11664 6084 8424
21 120 80 14400 6400 9600
22 93 60 8649 3600 5580
23 118 83 13924 6889 9794
24 107 73 11449 5329 7811
25 108 75 11664 5625 8100
26 110 80 12100 6400 8800
27 109 80 11881 6400 8720
28 112 83 12544 6889 9296
29 109 83 11881 6889 9047
30 104 75 10816 5625 7800
31 115 80 13225 6400 9200
32 131 90 17161 8100 11790
33 97 68 9409 4624 6596
34 110 75 12100 5625 8250
35 112 75 12544 5625 8400
36 89 50 7921 2500 4450
37 125 85 15625 7225 10625
38 119 85 14161 7225 10115
39 102 68 10404 4624 6936
4217 2902 459941 219346 317092
   
       



2222 YYNXXN
YXXYN
rxy
  22 )2902(219346*39)4217(459941*39
)2902)(4217(317092*39

xyr
  842160485544941778308917937699
1223773412366588

xyr
  132890154610
128854xyr
02054612290
128854xyr
19,143339
128854xyr
899,0xyr
Kontribusi variabel reading interest in English text (X1) terhadap reading comprehension (Y):
r² x 100% = (0,899)² x 100% = 80,8%, sisanya sebesar 19,2% ditentukan oleh variabel lain.
Korelasi antara vocabulary mastery (X2) dengan reading comprehension (Y)
N X2 Y X22 Y2 X2.Y
1 60 53 3600 2809 3180
2 68 73 4624 5329 4964
3 70 83 4900 6889 5810
4 60 65 3600 4225 3900
5 70 70 4900 4900 4900
6 68 55 4624 3025 3740
7 78 85 6084 7225 6630
8 65 75 4225 5625 4875
9 60 65 3600 4225 3900
10 70 80 4900 6400 5600
11 63 73 3969 5329 4599
12 63 63 3969 3969 3969
13 73 70 5329 4900 5110
14 68 80 4624 6400 5440
15 78 85 6084 7225 6630
16 65 65 4225 4225 4225
17 68 78 4624 6084 5304
18 68 80 4624 6400 5440
19 65 78 4225 6084 5070
20 65 78 4225 6084 5070
21 73 80 5329 6400 5840
22 65 60 4225 3600 3900
23 70 83 4900 6889 5810
24 68 73 4624 5329 4964
25 73 75 5329 5625 5475
26 70 80 4900 6400 5600
27 68 80 4624 6400 5440
28 73 83 5329 6889 6059
29 70 83 4900 6889 5810
30 70 75 4900 5625 5250
31 73 80 5329 6400 5840
32 93 90 8649 8100 8370
33 63 68 3969 4624 4284
34 75 75 5625 5625 5625
35 68 75 4624 5625 5100
36 55 50 3025 2500 2750
37 75 85 5625 7225 6375
38 80 85 6400 7225 6800
39 68 68 4624 4624 4624
2695 2902 187885 219346 202272
   
       



2222 YYNXXN
YXXYN
rxy
  22 )2902(219346*39)2695(187885*39
)2902)(2695(202272*39

xyr
  8421604855449472630257327515
78208907888608

xyr
  13289064490
67718xyr
8570076100
67718xyr
71,92574
67718xyr
731,0xyr
Kontribusi vocabulary mastery (X2) terhadap reading comprehension (Y):
r² x 100% = (0,731)² x 100% = 53,5%, sisanya sebesar 46,5% ditentukan oleh variabel lain.
Korelasi antara reading interest in English text (X1) dengan vocabulary mastery (X2)
N X1 X2 X12 X22 X1.X2
1 90 60 8100 3600 5400
2 96 68 9216 4624 6528
3 117 70 13689 4900 8190
4 98 60 9604 3600 5880
5 100 70 10000 4900 7000
6 94 68 8836 4624 6392
7 126 78 15876 6084 9828
8 107 65 11449 4225 6955
9 94 60 8836 3600 5640
10 118 70 13924 4900 8260
11 101 63 10201 3969 6363
12 99 63 9801 3969 6237
13 113 73 12769 5329 8249
14 110 68 12100 4624 7480
15 118 78 13924 6084 9204
16 100 65 10000 4225 6500
17 113 68 12769 4624 7684
18 115 68 13225 4624 7820
19 110 65 12100 4225 7150
20 108 65 11664 4225 7020
21 120 73 14400 5329 8760
22 93 65 8649 4225 6045
23 118 70 13924 4900 8260
24 107 68 11449 4624 7276
25 108 73 11664 5329 7884
26 110 70 12100 4900 7700
27 109 68 11881 4624 7412
28 112 73 12544 5329 8176
29 109 70 11881 4900 7630
30 104 70 10816 4900 7280
31 115 73 13225 5329 8395
32 131 93 17161 8649 12183
33 97 63 9409 3969 6111
34 110 75 12100 5625 8250
35 112 68 12544 4624 7616
36 89 55 7921 3025 4895
37 125 75 15625 5625 9375
38 119 80 14161 6400 9520
39 102 68 10404 4624 6936
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MULTIPLE CORRELATIONS (X1, X2 dengan Y)
Berdasarkan hasil perhitungan diketahui:
rx1y = 0,899
rx2y = 0,731
rx1x2 = 0,709
N = 39
Perhitungan korelasi ganda antara reading interest in English text (X1) dan vocabulary
mastery (X2) dengan reading comprehension (Y) adalah sebagai berikut:
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Korelasi reading interest in English text (X1) dan vocabulary mastery (X2) dengan reading
comprehension (Y) diperoleh nilai R = 0,909 lebih besar dari rtabel = 0,316.
KONTRIBUSI
Reading interest in English text (X1) dan vocabulary mastery (X2) secara simultan memberi
kontribusi terhadap reading comprehension (Y). Kontribusi secara simultan:
R² x 100% = (0,909)² x 100% = 82,6%, sisanya sebesar 17,4% ditentukan oleh variabel lain.
